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Preface to ”Recent Advances in Carbon/Graphite

Coatings”

One of graphene’s greatest potentials is to reverse the physical/chemical properties of the

surface to which it is applied. Surfaces treated by graphene switch from dielectric to electrically

conductive, from hydrophilic to hydrophobic, from opaque to highly reflective, and so on. Graphene

coatings are optically transparent layers only a few Angstroms thick; however, they are very effective

in reversing the physical/chemical properties of a substrate. The purpose of this Special Issue

is to collect some selected examples of this important technological potentiality of graphene and

graphene-based coatings.
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Editorial

The Engineerization of Physical and Chemical Phenomena

Gianfranco Carotenuto

Institute for Polymers, Composites and Biomaterials (IPCB-CNR), National Research Council, Piazzale E. Fermi, 1,
80055 Portici, NA, Italy; gianfr.carotenuto@virgilio.it

There are a number of concepts in materials science that are only ambiguously de-
scribed in the literature and/or are not completely understood. A logical analysis of these
concepts may allow a better understanding, correct dissemination, and a progression in
knowledge in this area of science. This sort of in-depth philosophical analysis can be very
easily approached and potentially applied to a number of scientific concepts, thus becoming
a novel important tool for the progression of knowledge in this scientific field. For instance,
let us consider the possibility of developing a definition of functional materials that is an
alternative to that currently used definition in the literature. It is not easy to provide a
general and strict definition for these types of materials. Materials are typically distinct in
terms of structural and functional types. Structural materials are comprehensively defined
as materials capable of bearing loads. In contrast, accurately defining a functional material
class is much harder than distinguishing the structural counterpart. Overtime, different
definitions have been formulated for functional materials [1]; for example, they have been
defined as: “those materials able to respond to magnetic, optical or electrical stimuli”.
However, such a form of definition can be perfectly adopted for sensing devices, but it is
quite limiting for a more general case. In a device, the functional material is the “active
material” that imparts the functional behavior to the device as a whole, while the exact
response of the device is determined by the structure and how the functional material is
integrated with the rest of the structure. Functional materials have been also defined as
“those materials which possess particular native properties and functions of their own”.
Again, they have been referred to as: “materials that can undergo controlled transformation
through physical interactions”, or also as: “materials whose ‘function’ is associated with
their electric, magnetic and/or optical properties”. Surprisingly, there are also definitions
based on what they are not, such as a “material which is not primarily used for its mechani-
cal properties, but for other properties such as physical or chemical”. As observed, these
definitions are not really general and the formulation of an alternative definition for the
functional material that is more satisfactory, clear, and universal is pivotal.

The word “engineerization” is currently used in the literature, and it can be usefully
adapted to develop an alternative definition for the functional material class. Although this
word has been coined in chemistry and in chemical engineering to indicate the industrial
scale-up of a chemical or biochemical process (that is, the conversion of a laboratory-scale
chemical or biochemical process to the pilot scale and finally to the production scale), the
same word can be extended to all physical and chemical phenomena, comprising a mean-
ing of industrially (technologically) exploiting these processes. With this preface, a novel
definition of functional materials can be proposed. Functional materials are technologically
useful materials based on the engineerization of some physical or chemical phenomenon.
The engineerization of all physical/chemical phenomena is potentially possible for produc-
ing a functional material. This novel definition can be clarified by a few examples. Among
many chemical processes, let us consider, for example, the ability of zeolites to react with
gaseous acid. This reaction is known as deallumination. Therefore, zeolites nano-powders
can be used as irreversible molecular traps for gaseous acids such as acetic acids [2] because
of their high surface development and the ability to chemically react with acid molecules.
Nano-sized zeolites powders represent a functional material of natural origin since it allows
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the simultaneous engineerization of the following phenomena: (i) deallumination reaction,
(ii) high surface development, and (iii) fast adsorption kinetics (due to the small size of
grains). A further example could be based on magnetite: This mineral is not a functional
material, but it corresponds to a magnetic substance. In contrast, a magnetite-polymer
microcomposite (dispersion of micrometric magnetite powder in a polymeric matrix) is
a functional material (plastic magnet) since it is based on the engineerization of the mag-
netism phenomenon characterizing the filler. Functional materials do not identify with the
physical (or chemical) property but with the engineerization of that physical (or chemical)
property, which is the fabrication of a hybrid material, and its working principle is based on
that physical phenomena. A magnetic and transparent magnetite-polymer nanocomposite
is a multifunctional material because it results in both optically transparent and magnetic
properties. In particular, when the same functional material is adequate for more than one
application, it can be defined as “multifunctional” since it has different characteristics that
are potentially useful for technological applications. In this case, more than one physical–
chemical phenomenon undergoes engineerization in the same material. Multifunctional
materials are usually considered as superior to unifunctional materials. However, is this
idea really correct? A multifunctional material should be a material optimized at the same
time for two, three, or more properties. Can a single material be really the optimal one
for more than one application? The high specialization of materials, which is desirable
for the industrial applications, clashes with the concept of multifunctionality. Too many
compromises are needed in multifunctionality; consequently, unifunctionality should be
better than multifunctionality. The availability of selective sensors, monochromatic light
sources, specific rapid tests, etc., prove that unifunctionality should be a fundamental factor
for most high-performance materials.

It must be pointed out that this definition developed for the functional material class
can also be applied to the structural material class. In fact, it is possible to say that all
technologically useful materials are based on the engineerization of certain phenomena
that, when they are of a mechanical type (e.g., high tensile resistance, excellent surface
hardness, high toughness, high wear resistance, etc.), provide origins to a structural mate-
rial; on the other hand, if they are of a physical or chemical type, they should produce a
functional material. For example, nanostructures, such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), can
be technologically used both for their mechanical and physical properties. Depending
on which property is involved in the engineerization process, a structural or a functional
material results. If, for example, engineerization involves the high mechanical resistance of
carbon nanotubes, similarly to the case of CNT-polymer composites, a structural material
is achieved.

Functional composite materials (FCMs) represent a very powerful solution for many
modern technological problems. The most recently developed functional micro- and nano-
composites, based on the incorporation of nanostructures and advanced artificial materials
in a powdered form such as graphene, carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, metal nanoparticles,
perovskites, etc., in matrices of different nature (i.e., ceramics, polymers, metals) belong
to this important material class. Currently, an increasingly large number of scholars are
involved in the development of new types of FCMs; consequently, the development of this
special material class constitutes a very broad and fruitful field of research. FCMs are com-
plex multicomponent solid systems. The different components are both molecular and solid
(eventually nano-sized) in nature. The functional materials contain a structural component,
usually consisting of a polymer (thermoplastic or thermosetting resin), that has the function
of making a self-supporting and easy to handle material. One or more molecular or solid
(particulate) components with precise functionality are also required to allow this complex
system to work. Typically, a few phenomena are exploited together to produce useful
FCMs; however, it is possible to take simultaneous advantage of a number of phenomena
in the working mechanism of FCMs (in some cases, the functional properties are achieved
synergistically by combining two or more components). Let us consider some examples of
how a functional material is achieved by combining several physical phenomena. In the
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preparation of an optical filter or an UV-limiter, at least three physical properties need to
be combined together: (i) perfect optical transparency (i.e., an amorphous polymer matrix
that does not produce light-scattering phenomena because of an absence of crystallites);
(ii) high solubility for the functionalizing organic molecule (dye) (i.e., in order to have high
solubility of the functionalizing dye, non-bonding interactions acting among the polymeric
macromolecules must be similar to those acting among the organic molecules; in addition,
when organic compounds are molecularly dispersed in the polymeric matrix, they absorb
independently each other and the required transparency is maintained); (iii) strong optical
absorption (i.e., the organic molecule must contain a chromophoric group characterized by
a high extinction coefficient value). In the case of color filters based on the surface plasmon
resonance of noble metal nanoparticles (e.g., gold, silver, etc.), high dispersibility replaces
the solubility requirement. All cited properties are strictly required and the lack of even
only one of these properties surely compromises the operation of such a device. A further
example is represented by a fluorescent varnish. In this case, the required properties are as
follows: filmability, adhesiveness, optical transparency, high solubility of the fluorescent
dye in the optical-grade matrix, and high quantum efficiency of the fluorescent group.
FCMs can be considered as a type of molecular machine that is highly specialized in the
execution of special operations. These “molecular machines” have a working principle (the
phenomenon on which they are based) that can be theoretically modelled. Therefore, an
FCM design is an attractive and very important area of research in materials science that is
strictly required for the optimization of these useful materials.

The paper collected in this Special Issue titled “Recent Advances in Carbon/Graphite
Coatings” describes the development and the characterization of functional polymeric
microcomposites, functional materials of natural origin, functional materials of different
molecular types, and other types of carbon-based functional materials. As observed, the
developed general definition of functional materials can be conveniently applied to each
one of these cases. A first example is represented by the article titled “Electrical method for
the in vivo testing of exhalation sensors based on natural clinoptilolite”. In this paper, a
sensing device for breath detection and measurement has been fabricated by using a nature-
made functional material, which is the zeolite mineral named clinoptilolite. In this case, the
engineerization of three physical phenomena was synergistically exploited: (i) the physical
adsorption of water molecules on the clinoptilolite extra-framework cations by ion–dipole
interactions; (ii) the possibility for the extra-framework cations to act as charge carriers in
an electrical transport mechanism based on cation hopping; and (iii) the increase in the
charge carrier’s mobility as a consequence of the water molecule adsorption on cations.
A second example of functional material is described in the article, titled: “Functional
polymeric coatings for CsI(Tl) scintillators”, which presents a polymeric microcomposite
coating developed by embedding a high reflective white powder in an epoxy matrix. In this
case, the functional material is based on the engineerization of light-scattering phenomena
with some micron-sized barium sulfate (BaSO4) particles or Teflon (PTFE) particles that
are generated in the visible spectral range. Again, an electrically conductive coating has
been studied in the article titled “Influence of the thermomechanical characteristics of low-
density polyethylene substrates on the thermoresistive properties of graphite nanoplatelet
coatings”. In this case, the electrically conductive coating is a functional material based on
the engineerization of the electrical transport phenomenon characterizing the percolative
structure of a graphite–polymer microcomposite deposited on a polyethylene substrate.
Analogously, the graphite oxide (GO) paper coating, for which its preparation is described
in the article titled “Green solid-state chemical reduction of graphene oxide supported on
a paper substrate”, is a type of functional material. This functional material is based on
the engineerization of the physical phenomenon of the electrical transport in graphene-
containing structures supported on a dielectric substrate. Finally, the developed definition
can be applied to all types of functional materials described in the articles collected in this
Special Issue, although they have completely different natures, thus proving the absolute
generality of the developed considerations.
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In conclusion, an alternative universal definition for the functional material class has
been developed. This definition is based on the word “engineerization”, and its meaning
involves scaling up a chemical process or, equivalently, industrially exploiting a chemical
phenomenon. Functional materials are materials based on the engineerization of a physical
or chemical phenomenon. However, all technologically useful materials (both of functional
and structural type) can be similarly defined as “materials based on the engineerization
of one or more physical, chemical or mechanical phenomena”, with the intention of tech-
nologically exploiting these phenomena. Such logical analysis, corresponding to a sort of
in-depth rational (philosophical) study of still confused concepts in material science, could
be an important tool for the progression of knowledge in this field.

Conflicts of Interest: The author declares no conflict of interest.
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Temperature Dependence of Electrical Resistance in Graphite
Films Deposited on Glass and Low-Density Polyethylene by
Spray Technology

Angela Longo 1, Antonio Di Bartolomeo 2,3, Enver Faella 2,3, Aniello Pelella 2,3, Filippo Giubileo 3,

Andrea Sorrentino 1, Mariano Palomba 1,*, Gianfranco Carotenuto 1, Gianni Barucca 4, Alberto Tagliaferro 5 and

Ubaldo Coscia 6,*
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2 Department of Physics “E. R. Caianello”, University of Salerno, Via Giovanni Paolo II, 132,
84084 Fisciano, Italy

3 Superconducting and Other Innovative Materials and Devices Institute—National Research
Council (SPIN-CNR), Via Giovanni Paolo II, 132, 84084 Fisciano, Italy

4 Department SIMAU, Polytechnic University of Marche, Via Brecce Bianche, l-60131 Ancona, Italy
5 Department of Applied Science and Technology, Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi, 24,

10129 Torino, Italy
6 Department of Physics ‘Ettore Pancini’, University of Naples ‘Federico II’, Via Cintia, l-80126 Napoli, Italy
* Correspondence: mariano.palomba@cnr.it (M.P.); ubaldo.coscia@unina.it (U.C.)

Abstract: Graphite lacquer was simply sprayed on glass and low-density polyethylene (LDPE)
substrates to obtain large area films. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) images, Raman spectra, X
Ray Diffraction (XRD) spectra and current-voltage characteristics show that at room temperature,
the as-deposited films on different substrates have similar morphological, structural and electrical
properties. The morphological characterization reveals that the films are made of overlapped graphite
platelets (GP), each composed of nanoplatelets with average sizes of a few tens of nanometers and
about forty graphene layers. The thermoresistive properties of the GP films deposited on the different
substrates and investigated in the temperature range from 20 to 120 ◦C show very different behaviors.
For glass substrate, the resistance of the film decreases monotonically as a function of temperature by
7%; for LDPE substrate, the film resistance firstly increases more than one order of magnitude in the
20–100 ◦C range, then suddenly decreases to a temperature between 105 and 115 ◦C. These trends
are related to the thermal expansion properties of the substrates and, for LDPE, also to the phase
transitions occurring in the investigated temperature range, as evidenced by differential scanning
calorimetry measurements.

Keywords: graphite platelet coatings; low-density polyethylene; thermal expansion coefficient; phase
transitions; thermoresistive properties

1. Introduction

The improvement of the electrical conductivity of polymers for their use in flexible
electronics [1–6] can be achieved efficiently by coupling them with materials such as carbon
black [7], carbon fibers [8–10], graphite [11,12], carbon nanotubes [13], graphene [14,15]
or reduced graphene oxide [16,17]. In particular, it is possible to fabricate electrically
conductive paths [18], printed radio frequency devices [19], flexible sensors [2,20] and
piezoresistive sensors [21] by covering the surfaces of polyethylene terephthalate, low-
density polyethylene (LDPE) or poly (methyl methacrylate) with graphite or graphene
layers [22–24].

These carbon-based layers can be obtained by using different techniques such as the
casting and drying of inks [18], chemical vapor deposition [25], micromechanical techniques
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utilizing the spreading of graphite nanoplatelets in an alcoholic suspension [22–24] or
spraying conductive composites [26,27]. Above all, this last technique is simple, low cost,
and suitable for the fabrication of large area conductive films [28] and polymeric film strain
gauges suitable for the measurement of large elongations [26].

In this paper, an extensive study is conducted on the properties of graphite platelet
(GP) films obtained by spraying a commercial lacquer on different substrates. The structural
and morphological characterizations of GP films are performed by a variety of techniques
such as differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) and Raman spectroscopy.

The thermoresistive properties of GP deposited on LDPE and glass substrates are
investigated by the resistance trends in the 20–120 ◦C temperature range. In the case of films
on LDPE, variations in the thermal expansion coefficient and phase transitions occurring
in the polymer substrates are taken into account in the discussion. Understanding the
dependence of thermoresistive properties on the thermomechanical ones is crucial in view
of large-scale production.

2. Materials and Methods

Using Graphit 33, a commercial lacquer produced by kontakt Chemie (Zelecity, Bel-
gium), spray technology was exploited to deposit large area graphite-based films on glass
and LDPE substrates. LDPE substrates of size 15 cm × 15 cm × 90 μm were produced
by Sabic (Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, 99.77% by weight, Mn = 280,000 g·mol−1, melt flow in-
dex of 7 g/10 min and crystalline fraction (Xc) of 32.8%), while glass substrates (SiO2) of
size 2.5 cm × 7.6 cm × 1 mm were fabricated by Pearl, Inc. (West Hollywood, CA, USA).
Figure 1 shows the scheme of the apparatus used for the spray technique.

Figure 1. Scheme of the apparatus used for the spray deposition technique.

The spray nozzle was directed to a distance of 20 cm from the plane containing the
substrates to produce a uniform deposition by full cone spot and horizontally moved so
that a graphite film could completely cover the surface of the substrates. Four runs of
depositions were performed, and for each run, a pair of graphite films was obtained at room
temperature (RT) under the same deposition conditions on glass and LDPE substrates.

Before lacquer spraying, no cleaning treatment was performed on the LDPE substrates,
while glass substrates were cleaned by acetone. After spraying, the coated substrates were
kept in air at room temperature to dry for 4 h.

The graphite content in the Graphite 33 lacquer measured by TGA analysis corre-
sponded to 82% by weight, as indicated in our previous article (see Figure 2 in Ref. [27])
and the as deposited amount of lacquer equal to 7.20 mg/cm2 became 0.983 mg/cm2

(0.806 mg/cm2 of graphite) after drying in air for 4 h.
A Raman spectrometer, InviaH-Renishaw (New Mils, Wotton-under Edge, Glowces-

ter Shire, GL128JR, UK), was employed to acquire the Raman spectra of the GP films
on both glass and LDPE substrates. The analysis was carried out using a green argon
laser with 514.5 nm wavelength and about 2 μm diameter beam spot. The microscope
was operated at 50× magnification and 10 s exposure time. Using ∼5 mW laser power
(corresponding to 5% of the available laser power), 100 to 3500 cm−1 scans were performed.
The quantum efficiency of the detector was corrected by a dedicated MATLAB software
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(Matlab 9.7.0. 1190202 R2019b, Mathworks Inc., Natick, MA, USA), which was also used
for the baseline subtraction and the data processing.

The analysis of the samples surface was performed by scanning electron microscopy
by means of a Zeiss Supra 40 field-emission SEM (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Ger-
many). The samples were accurately attached on stubs and scrutinized without any prepa-
ration. As graphite-based materials are conductive, their surface was electrically grounded.

The mean thickness value of the investigated films, estimated by transmission electron
microscopy observations, as reported elsewhere [23], was about 2.5 μm.

Sample structural properties were also studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) measure-
ments performed by a Panalytical, X’PERT PRO diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical, Cam-
bridge, UK) with λ = 0.154 nm CuKα radiation, 5◦–60◦ 2θ range, 0.0130◦ scan step and
18.9 s full scan time.

Phase transitions of the LDPE substrate were investigated by differential scanning
calorimetry (DSC) using a Q1000-TA instrument (TA instrument, New Castle, PA, USA).
The apparatus was calibrated using indium and zinc as reference and non-isothermal
cooling-heating-cooling tests were carried out at different scan rates in the 20–180 ◦C
temperature range.

A fully automated GNOMIX high-pressure mercury dilatometer was used for Pressure-
Volume-Temperature (PVT) experiments to explore the thermal expansion properties of the
LDPE substrate [29]. The instrument was able to detect changes in specific volume with an
absolute accuracy of 0.004 cm3·g−1. The polymer density variations were measured from
room temperature to 137 ◦C with the scanning rate of 3 ◦C/min. The thermal linear strain,
ε, of the LDPE was determined in heating mode from the changes in volume obtained
during isobaric PVT runs as:

E = × (V − V0)/V0 (1)

where is the Poisson modulus equal to 0.46 for LDPE, V0 is the initial volume of the
sample at the temperature T0 = 20 ◦C and V is the volume of the sample at the temperature,
T. Resistance measurements of the deposited graphite film versus temperature, in the
20–120 ◦C range, were performed under 2 mbar vacuum in a coplanar configuration, after
spreading the sample surfaces by 1 cm long and 1 mm spaced silver-paint contacts.

A source-measurement unit (SMU) Keithley 4200-SCS (Tektronix, Inc., Beaverton, OR,
USA), electrically connected to the four micromanipulators of a Janis Research ST-500 probe
station (Janis Research, Woburn, MA, USA), was used to measure the resistances of the
samples as mean values from the I-V characteristics taken at fixed temperatures.

3. Results

Films deposited on different substrates by spraying Graphit 33 lacquer under the
same preparation conditions were investigated for their morphological, structural and
thermoresistive properties. After spraying the lacquer, a good adhesion of the graphite
film takes place on LDPE substrate because graphite platelets interact with the surface of
non-polar materials, such as polyethylene. On the other hand, the polymeric binder present
in the lacquer allows the adhesion of the graphite film to the glass substrate.

The Raman spectra of two representative samples prepared on glass and LDPE sub-
strates are plotted in Figure 2a,b, respectively. No substrate signals are detected as the
films’ thicknesses are higher than the penetration length of the laser radiation used in the
Raman apparatus, i.e., a few hundred nanometers. Hence, the Raman spectra are due to
the graphite platelets embedded in the lacquer. The features in the 1000–1800 cm−1 region
are quite similar in the two spectra: a narrow D peak, a sharp and narrow G band with a
shoulder (D*) due to the presence of defects [30]. The peaks are sharp, indicating that the
graphite platelets are of good crystalline quality. The peak intensity ratio, Id/Ig, averaged
over the sampled points, are 0.55 and 0.80 for the films on glass and LDPE, respectively. It
is worthwhile to note that the D peak is generated by the platelet edges [31], and indeed
in the case of a platelet slightly larger than the beam and perpendicular to it, no edges
will be excited and no D peak will be detected [31]. On the other end, for bended platelet
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not perpendicular to the beam, some edges will be illuminated producing a D peak. The
results indicate that more edges fall into the area swept by the laser beam in the LDPE
case. This is consistent with a slightly more disorder in orientation of the platelets on the
LDPE substrate.

Figure 2. Raman spectra of films deposited by Graphit 33 lacquer on glass (a) and LDPE (b).

Three further peaks can be detected at higher wavenumbers between 2500 and
3500 cm−1 in both spectra. The intensity of the left shouldered 2D peak indicates a mul-
tilayered structure, while the D + G peak and the 2G peak have the typical width and
intensity of graphite material.

The surface morphology of the samples was investigated by SEM. The micrographs of
two films deposited on glass and LDPE substrates are shown in Figure 3a,b, respectively.
SEM micrographs reveal that the films on both substrates are composed of aggregated
graphite platelets (GP) having a tendency to align parallel to the LDPE/film interface but
arranged in a rather disordered way and partially overlapping. GP are irregular in shape,
with a broad distribution of lateral dimensions ranging from a few hundreds of nanometers
to a few micrometers. Although the platelets tend to align parallel to the interfacial plane,
it can be observed that platelets tilted with respect to the substrate plane (as in the insets of
Figure 3) make the surface of the films rough and porous. SEM analysis reveals that films
deposited on the different substrates exhibit a similar surface structure.

 

Figure 3. SEM micrograph of GP films deposited on glass (a) and LDPE (b). The insets show a
magnification of platelets tilted with respect to the substrate planar surface.

Further information on the structure of the GP films is obtained through XRD mea-
surements. The XRD spectrum of the film deposited on glass is shown in Figure 4a. It
includes only one peak centered at 2θ = 26.46, attributed to the (002) crystallographic planes
of graphite and the typical amorphous halo due to the glass substrate [International Center
for diffraction Data file: 00-008-0415].
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Figure 4. XRD diffractograms of graphite platelet (GP) films deposited on glass (a) and LDPE (b).

On the other hand, the XRD diffractogram of the film deposited on LDPE and dis-
played in Figure 4b includes both LDPE and graphite diffraction peaks. Three peaks
assigned to the crystalline phase of LDPE [32], superimposed on a large halo generated
by the amorphous polyethylene phase [33,34], can be identified: a dominant sharp peak
at 2θ = 21.79◦, a weak broad peak at 2θ = 24.05◦ and one more weak peak at 2θ = 36.57◦
corresponding, respectively, to (110), (200) and (020) crystallographic planes. In addition,
a peak of low intensity at 2θ = 26.74◦ due to the graphite (002) plane [ICDD: 75-1621] is
also detected.

The average thickness of the graphite crystals, L(hkl), perpendicular to the lattice plane
identified by Miller’s indices (hkl), is evaluated using Scherrer’s equation:

L(hkl) = K × λ/(FWHM × cos(θ)) (2)

where θ is the half of the corresponding scattering angle of peak (hkl), FWHM in radians
is the full-width at half-maximum and stems from the Gaussian fit of the (hkl) peak, K
assumed to be 0.89 is a constant dependent on the crystallite shape [35,36], and λ is the
wavelength of the X-ray radiation (Cu-Kα1 = 0.15481 nm). The Equation (2) applied to
the (002) peak of graphite yields L(hkl) = 15.2 ± 0.5 nm and L(hkl) = 12.6 ± 0.4 nm for films
deposited on glass and LDPE, respectively. Moreover, the inter-plane distance is obtained
by Bragg’s law for a family of lattice planes (hkl) [37,38]:

d(hkl) = nλ/sin(θ) (3)

where n = 1 is the diffraction peak order. The calculated values are d(002) = 0.337 ± 0.002 nm
and d(002) = 0.333 ± 0.003 nm for the films on glass and LDPE, respectively, in agreement
with the separation distance between two graphene layers (d = 0.335 nm) inside the graphite
phase [39].

Finally, the average number of the graphene layers (N) per crystalline domain is
determined from the following equation:

N = (L(002)/d(002)) + 1 (4)

The calculated N values are 46 ± 1 and 38 ± 1 for the samples deposited on glass and
LDPE, respectively. Thus, it can be stated that the deposited films are made of an aggregate
of overlapping graphite platelets, each formed by nanoplatelets with average sizes of a few
tens of nanometers and about forty graphene layers.

Regarding the thermoresistive properties of GP films, the influence of the substrate
thermomechanical parameters has to be considered. Since the properties of glass are well
known, only the temperature ranges, in which phase transitions of LDPE occur and the
coefficient of linear thermal expansion are determined in this work.
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Figure 5 shows the conventional DSC results from the heating of a representative
LDPE substrate in the 20–180 ◦C range at the scanning rate of 10 ◦C/min.

Figure 5. DSC heating curves of a LDPE sample in the 20–180 ◦C temperature, T, range at the rate
of 10 ◦C/min.

LDPE is a ductile and flexible material at room temperature. It is solid and stable in the
temperature range from 20 to 85 ◦C, while it presents a complex phenomenon resulting from
a broad melting transition and reorganization of the crystalline phase if the temperature is
greater than 85 ◦C and less than or equal to 120 ◦C, as displayed in Figure 4 by the enthalpic
curve having a minimum value at about 114 ◦C. At temperatures above 120 ◦C, the LDPE
first becomes “sticky” (120–140 ◦C) and then a liquid melt (140–180 ◦C). As with any other
polymeric material, this temperature range is characterized by a partial rearrangement
of the molecular chains with the formation of a high viscous liquid with some elastic
characteristics (viscoelastic behavior). During this phase transition, the material becomes
sticky because it has some typical characteristics of liquids and therefore “wets” the surfaces
with which it is in contact; but then, due to its elasticity, it will resist separation when
stressed [40].

The thermal expansion properties of this polymer are studied by means of the thermal
linear strain, ε, of a typical LDPE substrate plotted, in Figure 6, as a function of the
temperature, T, in the 20–137 ◦C range. Here, ε is defined as:

ε = (L − L0)/L0 (5)

where L0 is the initial length of the sample at the temperature T0 = 20 ◦C and L is the length
of the sample at the temperature, T.

Figure 6. Linear strain ε vs temperature, T, of an LDPE substrate.
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Clearly, the LDPE thermal expansion is not proportional to the change in temperature,
and therefore the linear coefficient of the thermal expansion, CTE, at a given temperature T
is calculated as:

CTE =
1
L

dL
dT

(6)

where L is the length of the sample at the temperature T and dL/dT is the rate of change of
the linear dimension per unit change in temperature.

The CTE versus T plot is reported in Figure 7.

Figure 7. The coefficient of linear thermal expansion, CTE, vs. temperature, T, of an LDPE substrate.

The CTE at T0 = 20 ◦C is 1.5 × 10−4 ◦C−1 in agreement with data in the literature [41].
Furthermore, by correlating the CTE trend with the DSC results one obtains that in the
20–85 ◦C range, where the LDPE phase is solid and stable, the CTE increases between
1.5 × 10−4 and 5.7 × 10−4 ◦C−1, while if the temperature is greater than 85 ◦C, where
a broad melting transition takes place, CTE increases faster, up to 2.6 × 10−3 ◦C−1 near
114 ◦C−1. Finally, the CTE suddenly drops to a constant value of 2.7 × 10−4 ◦C−1 from
117 to 137 ◦C.

In the investigated temperature range, this polymer is an excellent insulator with
good dielectric properties and a high-volume resistance, but its surface can be easily made
electrically conductive by depositing a GP film by spraying Graphit 33 lacquer, as shown
in Figure 8, which displays the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics of a LDPE sample
sprayed with Graphit 33 lacquer. The measurements are performed in vacuum in two-
probe configuration at the temperature of 20 ◦C. Figure 8 also shows the I-V characteristics
of a GP film produced under the same deposition conditions on glass substrate.

Figure 8. I-V characteristics of the GP films deposited on glass (black circle symbols) and LDPE (red
circle symbols) substrates. The straight lines fit the experimental data.

The I-V characteristics of both samples are linear, indicating ohmic contacts. The
resistance values, R0, resulting from the best fit of the measured I-V curve with a correlation
coefficient r = 1, are (97.49 ± 0.02) Ω for GP deposited on glass and (164.00 ± 0.03) Ω for
GP on LDPE.
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The thermoresistive properties of the GP samples are explored by measuring the
resistance R while raising the temperature from 20 to 120 ◦C. In Figure 9, the R/R0 ratios
are displayed as a function of the temperature, T.

Figure 9. Ratio of the resistance R to the initial resistance R0 at 20 ◦C (R/R0) vs. temperature, T, for
GP films deposited on glass (a) and LDPE (b) substrates. Black lines are guides.

Different thermoresistive behaviors can be noted. An increasing temperature cor-
responds to a decreasing resistance of GP film on glass (Figure 9a). Conversely, for GP
on LDPE, the resistance rises strongly, more than one order of magnitude, in the range
from 20 ◦C to about 100 ◦C, and after reaching the maximum value, it suddenly decreases
between 105 and 115 ◦C (Figure 9b). These trends can be ascribed to the different ther-
momechanical properties of the substrates. Indeed, glass has a linear thermal expansion
coefficient, CTE = 6 – 9 × 10−6 ◦C−1 [42] close to that of graphite (4 – 8 × 10−6 ◦C−1 [42]);
therefore, the thermal expansion properties of the substrate do not affect those of the film,
the resistance of which decreases with the rising to T, as in graphite [43].

On the other hand, as determined by the thermal expansion experiments, the CTE of
the LDPE substrate at T0 = 20 ◦C is 1.5 × 10−6 ◦C−1, thus more than one order of magnitude
greater than in graphite, and it increases further as a function of temperature up to 114 ◦C,
and then CTE assumes a constant value of 2.7 × 10−6 ◦C−1 between 117 and 137 ◦C.

Interestingly, from 20 to 100 ◦C, the trend of resistance ratio is correlated with the
increasing mismatch between LDPE substrate and GP film because in the 20–85 ◦C temper-
ature range R/R0 increases slowly as the CTE of LDPE, while if the temperature is greater
than 85 ◦C and less than or equal to 100 ◦C, the slope of the R/R0 curve increases sharply
as in the case of CTE-T graph shown in Figure 7.

Consequently, the resistance increase observed in the 20–100 ◦C range, as visible in
Figure 9b, can be attributed to the thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between the
LDPE and GP films.

Indeed, the higher thermal expansion of the polymeric substrate can induce strains
in the deposited film that decrease the contact area among the platelets and cause the
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occurrence of micro/nanofractures. These occurrences reduce the number of conductive
paths and the film resistance increases.

The decrease in resistance between 105 and 115◦ C, despite the increase in the polymer
substrate’s thermal expansion, can be due to the fact that in this range a significant fraction
of the substrate has melted, resulting in a sharp decrease in the mechanical modulus of the
LDPE which favors the sliding of the graphite platelets and their redistribution with the
formation of new conductive paths on the sample surfaces and the consequent decrease in
the film resistance.

The electrical conductivity of the LDPE filled with carbon fiber composites carbon or
black showed a similar temperature dependence [44]. The investigated GP films on LDPE
exhibit significant thermoresistive response and have potential applications for flexible
electronics, including temperature sensors and self-switching components.

4. Conclusions

Large area graphite platelets films were deposited on glass and LDPE substrates by a
spray technology using a commercial graphite lacquer. Analyses of Raman spectra, SEM
images and XRD diffractograms show that the films are made of overlapped graphite
platelets each composed of nanoplatelets with average size of a few tens of nanometers
and forty graphene layers. The enthalpic curve obtained by DSC measurements of LDPE
indicates that this polymer is solid and stable in the 20–85 ◦C range, while it undergoes a
broad melting transition in the temperature range between 85 and 120 ◦C. In particular, the
endothermic peak shows a minimum at about 114 ◦C. It has been found that the thermal
expansion properties of LDPE are strongly dependent on the temperature. Indeed, in the
20–85 ◦ C range, the CTE increases between 1.5 × 10−4 and 5.7 × 10−4 ◦C−1, while if the
temperature is greater than 85 ◦C, CTE increases faster, up to 2.6 × 10−3 ◦C−1 near 114 ◦C,
and then it drops to a constant value of 2.7 × 10−4 ◦C−1 from 117 to 137 ◦C.

The thermoresistive properties of the GP film are affected by the mismatch of CTE
between the film and the substrate. Indeed, the CTE of the glass substrate is close to that of
the graphite film, and the thermal expansion properties of the substrate do not influence
those of the film, the resistance of which decreases with the increasing of the temperature, as
in graphite. Conversely, for GP deposited on LDPE substrate, the increasing CTE mismatch
between the film and the substrate, in the 20–100 ◦C range, induces strains in the film that
decreases the contact area among the platelets and increases the nano/micro-fractures, thus
resulting in the resistance increase of the films. Finally, between 105 and 115 ◦C, the melting
of the polymer substrate favors the sliding of the graphite platelets with the formation of
new conductive paths that decrease the film resistance.
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Abstract: Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is an attractive technique which allows graphene with
simultaneous heteroatom doping to be synthesized. In most cases, graphene is grown on a catalyst,
followed by the subsequent transfer process. The latter is responsible for the degradation of the carrier
mobility and conductivity of graphene due to the presence of the absorbants and transfer-related
defects. Here, we report the catalyst-less and transfer-less synthesis of graphene with simultaneous
nitrogen doping in a single step at a reduced temperature (700 ◦C) via the use of direct microwave
plasma-enhanced CVD. By varying nitrogen flow rate, we explored the resultant structural and
chemical properties of nitrogen-doped graphene. Atomic force microscopy revealed a more distorted
growth process of graphene structure with the introduction of nitrogen gas—the root mean square
roughness increased from 0.49 ± 0.2 nm to 2.32 ± 0.2 nm. Raman spectroscopy indicated that nitrogen-
doped, multilayer graphene structures were produced using this method. X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy showed the incorporation of pure pyridinic N dopants into the graphene structure with
a nitrogen concentration up to 2.08 at.%.

Keywords: microwave; plasma-enhanced; CVD; nitrogen-doped; graphene; catalyst-less;
transfer-less; synthesis

1. Introduction

Graphene belongs to a class of two-dimensional (2D) materials, which are widely
known for their unique structures and outstanding physical, chemical, and mechanical
properties [1–7]. It was demonstrated in many studies and reviews that the properties
of 2D materials can be drastically altered, enhanced, or tuned via molecular and atomic
doping [8–11]. For instance, the carrier concentration and type of carrier can be easily
changed through the substitution of dopant atoms on the sulfur site in titanium trisulfide
without having any impact on the band extrema [12]. After doping carbon nanotubes with
N or B atoms, they become n-type or p-type atoms, respectively [13]. Doped graphene
offers unique properties such as ferromagnetism [14], superconductivity [15], etc. Specifi-
cally, graphene heteroatom doping methods can be categorized [16] into post-treatment
approaches, e.g., wet chemical methods [17], thermal annealing, arc-discharge [18], plasma
treatment [19], hydrothermal treatment [20], and gamma irradiation [21], and in situ ap-
proaches, e.g., chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [22], bottom-up synthesis [23], and ball
milling [24]. Methods which fall into the latter category are more favorable, as graphene
synthesis can be achieved with simultaneous heteroatom doping [16]. Depending on the
choice of heteroatoms for doping, e.g., B [25], N [26], P [27], S [28], F [29], Cl [30], Br [31],
I [32], etc., new or improved properties of graphene materials may arise and could be useful
for a number of applications, including supercapacitors [33], fuel cells [34], lithium ion
batteries [35], solar cells [36], and sensors [37].
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The CVD technique can be considered as the most effective approach used for graphene
doping that does not affect its crystalline nature [38]. Generally, graphene is grown via CVD
on a catalyst substrate, e.g., Ni or Cu [39,40], and afterwards, a complicated transfer process
is required for the wet chemical removal of the metallic catalyst and the transfer of the
graphene onto the required surface based on its intended functionality and application [41].
Importantly, the transfer process is known to be responsible for the generation of defects
and the degradation of the carrier mobility and conductivity of graphene, since chemical
alterations (i.e., during the wet chemical removal of catalyst) and mechanical damage
(i.e., during the transfer process) are almost unavoidable during this process [42]. Addi-
tionally, the graphene transfer process is known to introduce unwanted metallic impurities
which alter the electrochemical properties of graphene [43]. The demand for monocrys-
talline Si(1 0 0) continues to rise, as it is a major substrate used in semiconductor device
fabrication and optoelectronics. The catalyst-less and transfer-less synthesis of graphene
on monocrystalline Si(1 0 0) is meaningful in this context.

Herein, we focused our efforts on demonstrating that the catalyst-less and transfer-less
synthesis of graphene can be achieved with simultaneous nitrogen doping in a single step
via the use of a direct microwave plasma-enhanced CVD. Importantly, nitrogen-doped
graphene synthesis was achieved at a considerably low temperature of 700 ◦C. By varying
nitrogen flow rate, we explored the resultant structural and chemical properties of nitrogen-
doped graphene through atomic force microscopy (AFM), Raman spectroscopy, and X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Microwave Plasma-Enhanced CVD of Nitrogen-Doped Graphene

The direct transfer-less synthesis of nitrogen-doped graphene was performed by
employing the microwave plasma-enhanced CVD system Cyrannus (Innovative Plasma
Systems (Iplas) GmbH, Troisdorf, Germany). Monocrystalline Si(1 0 0) (UniversityWafer
Inc., South Boston, MA, USA) was used as a substrate. Plasma cleaning (power 1.7 kW,
operating pressure 22 mbar, temperature 700 ◦C, hydrogen flow rate 200 sccm, and process
duration 10 min) of the substrate was performed until the heater reached the target temper-
ature. A methane, hydrogen, and nitrogen gas mixture was used for the direct synthesis of
nitrogen-doped graphene. Afterwards, methane and nitrogen gas were introduced into
the chamber. The growth process was performed in a single step. A steel enclosure on
the substrate was used for the elimination of the unwanted direct plasma effects. The
technological parameters of the plasma (i.e., power 0.7 kW, operating pressure 20 mbar,
temperature 700 ◦C, and process duration 60 min) and the flow rate of hydrogen (75 sccm)
and methane (35 sccm) gases were kept constant, while the flow rate of nitrogen gas was
varied in the range of 0–110 sccm. Samples were denoted depending on the flow rate of
nitrogen used in the process: N0 (N2, 0 sccm), N35 (N2, 35 sccm), N75 (N2, 75 sccm), or
N110 (N2, 110 sccm).

2.2. Characterization

A NanoWizardIII atomic force microscope (JPK Instruments, Bruker Nano GmbH,
Berlin, Germany) was used to conduct experiments at room temperature, with data
analyzed using a SurfaceXplorer and JPKSPM Data Processing software (Version spm-
4.3.13, JPK Instruments, Bruker Nano GmbH). An ACTA probe (Applied NanoStructures,
Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA, specification: cantilever shape—pyramidal; radius of
curvature < 10.0 nm and cone angle—20◦; calibrated spring constant—54.2 N/m; reflex
side coating—Al with thickness of 50 nm ± 5 nm) was used to acquire AFM topographical
images in contact mode.

Raman spectroscopy was performed using an inVia Raman spectrometer (Renishaw,
Wotton-under-Edge, UK) equipped with a semiconductor green laser (wavelength of
532 nm), 2400 lines/mm grating, confocal microscope (50× objective), and CCD camera.
The 5% laser output power was used for spectra recording (10 × 10 s accumulation time)
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in order to avoid sample damage. Band deconvolution into separate components was
performed with OriginPro 8.0 software (OriginLab, Northampton, MA, USA).

Chemical state changes were investigated by employing a Thermo Scientific ESCALAB
250Xi spectrometer with monochromatized Al Kα radiation (hν = 1486.6 eV): X-ray spot
of 0.9 mm in diameter; base pressure better than 3 × 10−9 Torr; 40 eV pass energy in
transmission mode; energy scale calibration according to Au 4f7/2, Ag 3d5/2 and Cu
2p3/2. The peak fitting procedure was performed using the original ESCALAB 250Xi
Avantage software.

3. Results and Discussion

The AFM analysis of pristine graphene (Figure 1a) was conducted over a 1.1 × 1.1 μm2

area for quantitative morphological evaluation. The pristine graphene surface had a
random distribution of surface features (mean height, Zmean of 0.76 ± 0.2 nm) with varying
angle orientation to each other, without a preferred direction. The root mean square
roughness (Rq) was determined to be 0.16 ± 0.2 nm. The skewness (Rsk) was determined
to be 0.19 ± 0.2, indicating that the surface peaks dominate over the valleys. The pristine
graphene surface exhibited a leptokurtoic distribution of surface features with a kurtosis
(Rku) value of 3.32 ± 0.2.

Figure 1. AFM surface topography of pristine graphene (a), N35 (b), N75 (c), and N110 (d).
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Some significant changes in surface topography (Figure 1b–d) as well as morphology
(Table 1) can be observed for nitrogen-doped graphene: with the increase in nitrogen flow
rate, the grain-like surface feature size increases in dimensions, with deeper valleys formed
in between the boundaries (Figure S1). In general, the height of the surface structures and
the roughness increase with the nitrogen flow rate. This change can be explained by the
collision between nitrogen and carbon atoms as well as inner atom substitutional placement
in the sp2 hybridized lattice that results in the formation of various nitrogen-induced defect
complexes [44], which evidently leads to a more distorted growth process of the graphene
structure. Furthermore, graphene synthesis is performed in hydrogen plasma, which is
also known to be responsible for defect formation [45,46]. Figure S2 shows the AFM step
profiles for the corresponding samples. The thickness of the synthesized graphene films
was found to be in the range of 9–13 ± 1 nm with no clear dependence on the nitrogen gas
flow rate.

Table 1. Surface morphological parameters.

Sample No.
Morphological Parameter

Zmean, nm Rq, nm Rsk Rku

N0 0.76 ± 0.2 0.16 ± 0.2 0.19 ± 0.2 3.32 ± 0.2
N35 1.65 ± 0.2 0.49 ± 0.2 0.35 ± 0.2 3.09 ± 0.2
N75 3.12 ± 0.2 1.33 ± 0.2 0.93 ± 0.2 4.12 ± 0.2
N110 7.30 ± 0.2 2.32 ± 0.2 0.18 ± 0.2 3.14 ± 0.2

Figure 2 shows Raman spectra of pristine graphene grown directly on monocrystalline
Si(1 0 0) substrate, as well as nitrogen-doped graphene samples. Raman spectra are
presented in two actual wavenumber ranges of 1100–1800 cm−1 and 2450–3150 cm−1,
respectively. Four deconvoluted bands were determined using Gaussian components
consisting of D and G bands at 1347 cm−1 and 1599 cm−1 and 2D and G + D bands at
2687 cm−1 and 2937 cm−1 for pristine graphene. The high ID/IG ratio of 1.26 indicates
highly defective graphene. The low I2D/IG (0.15) and the broad 2D band in the Raman
spectrum indicates the multilayer structure of graphene. The nitrogen doping of graphene
is confirmed by the increased ID/IG ratio of samples N35 and N75 (Figure 2b,c), as well as
the blue shift of the G band position at 1596 and 1595 cm−1 for N75 and N110 (Figure 2c,d),
respectively. Additionally, a red shift of the 2D position is observed for N110. Previously,
Raman studies of nitrogen-doped graphene were conducted in depth to explain the red
and blue shift behavior of 2D and G peak positions, corresponding to n-type doping and
compressive/tensile strain in graphene [38,44,47]. S. Zheng et al. investigated the metal-
catalyst-free growth of graphene on insulating substrates via ammonia-assisted microwave
plasma-enhanced CVD [48]. They also observed the blue shift of the G peak position for
nitrogen-doped graphene samples.

XPS was employed for the investigation of chemical state changes in the graphene
structure resulting from the nitrogen doping. Figure S3 shows high-resolution XPS spectra
in C 1s region for pristine graphene, N35 and N110, respectively. The deconvolution of
spectra for these samples showed similar results: the strongest component at 284.2 eV, a
less intense component at 284.8 eV, and a low-intensity component at 285.7 eV. A highly
asymmetric component at 284.2 eV was assigned to C–C (sp2) bonds [22,49]. The sec-
ond component at 284.6 eV was assigned to C–C (sp3) bonds [22,50]. The low-intensity
component at 285.7 eV was assigned to C–O–C bonds [51,52]. It was found that the
sp2/sp3 ratio decreased with nitrogen gas flow rate (Figure S3). Figure 3a does not indicate
nitrogen-related peaks in the high-resolution N 1s spectrum, confirming the pristine nature
of graphene. Figure 3b,c show the high-resolution XPS N 1s spectra with deconvoluted
components of N35 and N110. The deconvoluted components in the high-resolution XPS
N 1s spectra were attributed to pyridinic N (398.9 eV and 398.6 eV) [53,54], sp2 C–N bonds
(398.0 eV and 397.8 eV) [55,56], and N–Si bonds (397.2 eV and 397.0 eV) [57,58]. The latter
comes from the contribution of the substrate as nitrogen-doped graphene was grown di-
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rectly on monocrystalline Si(1 0 0). It is also important to note that the sp2 C–N bonding
configuration is similar to pyridine. On the basis of these results, it was determined that
the direct microwave plasma-enhanced CVD process produced graphene doped with pure
pyridinic N. It was previously reported that the pyridinic N dopant efficiently changes
the structure of the graphene valence band, including increasing the density of π states
near the Fermi level, as well as reducing work function [59]. Lower work function can
dramatically enhance the emitting current in graphene-based electronic devices [60]. It was
also demonstrated in [61] that pyridinic nitrogen configuration in graphene contributed
to the high catalytic performance. D. Wei et al. investigated the low-temperature critical
growth of nitrogen-doped graphene on dielectrics via plasma-enhanced CVD [62]. They
also found that nitrogen atoms in graphene are mainly bonded in the pyridinic N form
(i.e., a nitrogen atom with two carbon atom neighbors assembling a hexagonal ring). The
results of the atomic concentration calculation (Table 2) showed an increase in nitrogen
from 1.04 at.% to 2.08 at.% for N35 and N110, respectively, indicating an increased level
of pyridinic N doping with an increase in nitrogen gas flow rate. A very similar nitrogen
concentration (i.e., 2.0 at.%) was reported for nitrogen-doped graphene synthesized using
the N2:CH4 ratio of 2:1 via the direct microwave plasma-enhanced CVD process [44]. A ni-
trogen concentration of 2.0 at.% was also reported for nitrogen-doped graphene synthesized
using a camphor:melamine ratio of 1:3 via the atmospheric pressure CVD process [38].

 

Figure 2. Raman spectra of pristine graphene (a), N35 (b), N75 (c), and N110 (d) recorded at 532 nm
excitation wavelength and presented in two actual wavenumber ranges.
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Figure 3. Deconvoluted high-resolution XPS spectra in N 1s region of pristine graphene (a), N35 (b),
and N110 (c).

Table 2. Atomic concentration calculation results.

Peak
Atomic Concentration (%)

N0 N35 N100

O 1s 18.48 21.25 21.63
N 1s 0 1.04 2.08
C 1s 47.69 36.37 36.29
Si 2p 33.83 41.35 40

4. Conclusions

We demonstrated the catalyst-less and transfer-less synthesis of nitrogen-doped
graphene in a single step at a reduced temperature of 700 ◦C by using direct microwave
plasma-enhanced CVD. The nitrogen flow rate was varied to explore the structural and
chemical peculiarities of nitrogen-doped graphene. AFM analysis showed that the height
of the graphene surface structures and the roughness increase with the nitrogen flow rate
due to nitrogen-induced defect complexes, which evidently lead to a more distorted growth
process of the planar graphene. These structural changes were also quantified via Raman
spectroscopy. Furthermore, it was determined that nitrogen-doped multilayer graphene
structures were produced using this method. XPS analysis showed that pure pyridinic
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N was incorporated into the graphene structure during the simultaneous doping process.
The level of pyridinic N doping increased with the nitrogen gas flow rate. Nitrogen-doped
graphene could have potential applications in optoelectronics.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/
10.3390/coatings12050572/s1. Figure S1: Characteristic height profiles for the corresponding lines
drawn in AFM images of pristine graphene (a), N35 (b), N75 (c), and N110 (d), Figure S2: Characteris-
tic step profiles for the corresponding lines drawn in AFM images of pristine graphene (a), N35 (b),
N75 (c), and N110 (d), Figure S3: Deconvoluted high-resolution XPS spectra in C 1s region of N0,
N35, and N110.
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Abstract: Natural substances with a complex chemical structure can be advantageously used for func-
tional applications. Such functional materials can be found both in the mineral and biological worlds.
Owing to the presence of ionic charge carriers (i.e., extra-framework cations) in their crystal lattice,
whose mobility is strictly depending on parameters of the external environment (e.g., temperature,
humidity, presence of small gaseous polar molecules, etc.), zeolites can be industrially exploited as a
novel functional material class with great potentialities in sensors and electric/electronic field. For
fast-responding chemical-sensing applications, ionic transport at the zeolite surface is much more
useful than bulk-transport, since molecular transport in the channel network takes place by a very
slow diffusion mechanism. The environmental dependence of electrical conductivity of common
natural zeolites characterized by an aluminous nature (e.g., chabasite, clinoptilolite, etc.) can be
conveniently exploited to fabricate impedimetric water-vapor sensors for apnea syndrome moni-
toring. The high mechanical, thermal, and chemical stability of geomorphic clinoptilolite (the most
widely spread natural zeolite type) makes this type of zeolite the most adequate mineral substance
to fabricate self-supporting impedimetric water-vapor sensors. In the development of devices for
medical monitoring (e.g., apnea-syndrome monitors), it is very important to combine these inex-
pensive nature-made sensors with a low-weight simplified electronic circuitry that can be easily
integrated in wearable items (e.g., garments, wristwatch, etc.). Very low power square-wave voltage
sources (micro-Watt voltage sources) show significant voltage drops under only a minimal electric
load, and this property of the ac generator can be advantageously exploited for detecting the small
impedimetric change observed in clinoptilolite sensors during their exposition to water vapor coming
from the human respiratory exhalation. Owing to the ionic conduction mechanism (single-charge
carrier) characterizing the zeolite slab surface, the sensor biasing by an ac signal is strictly required.
Cheap handheld multimeters frequently include a very low power square-wave (or sinusoidal)
voltage source of different frequency (typically 50 Hz or 1 kHz) that is used as a signal injector (signal
tracer) to test audio amplifiers (low-frequency amplifies), tone control (equalizer), radios, etc. Such
multimeter outputs can be connected in parallel with a true-RMS (Root-Mean-Square) ac voltmeter to
detect the response of the clinoptilolite-based impedimetric sensors as voltage drop. The frequency
of exhalation during breathing can be measured, and the exhalation behavior can be visualized, too,
by using the voltmeter readings. Many handheld multimeters also include a data-logging possibility,
which is extremely useful to record the voltage reading over time, thus giving a time-resolved voltage
measurement that contains all information concerning the breathing test. Based on the same principle
(i.e., voltage drop under minimal resistive load) a devoted electronic circuitry can also be made.

Keywords: clinoptilolite; impedimetric sensor; surface conductivity; apnea syndrome monitoring;
voltage drop
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1. Introduction

Materials with a unique combination of properties (multifunctional materials) can
be found among natural substances characterized by significant structural complexity [1].
When a possible application for such nature-made materials has been identified, the de-
velopment of a device with performance comparable to that of systems based on artificial
substances can follow [2]. There are also examples in the literature in which similar tech-
nological results cannot be reached with comparable performance by using manmade
materials [3,4]. As a consequence, the capability to identify the applicative potentiality
hidden in the most common natural substances represents the key factor to come in the
technological exploitation of nature-made materials, thus promoting sustainability. Among
the different available natural substances, the most powerful potentialities have been found
in complex types of solids, since their artificial replication is quite difficult [5,6]. Numerous
natural systems have extreme complexity, because complexity is the intrinsic characteristic
of the whole natural world [7]. For example, there are a number of biological tissues, min-
eral substances, and biominerals with specific physical properties, such as piezoelectricity,
electrical conductivity, magnetism, etc. (e.g., onion skin, diatomite, eggshell, etc.) [1,2], that
are advantageously exploitable for different technological applications.

Natural zeolites represent an interesting class of multifunctional materials, and a num-
ber of potentially useful physical and chemical characteristics of these mineral substances
have been industrially exploited [8–14]. Usually, natural zeolites have a quite low Si/Al
atomic ratio, and for such a reason they are named “aluminous zeolites”, in contrast with
the “high-siliceous zeolites” that are mainly originated by synthesis. Owing to the alu-
minum atoms contained in these chemical compounds, the presence of as many extra-lattice
cations required to balance the negative charge localized on the aluminum atom follows.
Natural zeolites contain different types of cations (typically Na+, K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Fe3+),
and since these cations may have single or multiple charge, there is a significant fraction of
the aluminum atoms in the lattice with unbalanced negative charge. Consequently, elec-
trical transport in zeolite lattice becomes possible by cation hopping among the neighbor
negatively charged sites [15,16]. Natural zeolites are therefore solid-state ionic conductors
with single-charge carrier (usually corresponding to the largest monovalent cations present
in crystal lattice, since they have the lowest charge density [17]). However, these crystalline
solids may conduct electricity only at high temperature (since in this case a larger fraction of
charge carriers have enough energy exceeding the activation barrier required for jumping
between the nearest negative sites) or by hydration/solvation (because in this case the
Coulomb interaction between cations and the negative sites decreases) [18–21]. Owing to
the presence of a regular array of few angstrom-sized channels (1–13 Å) crossing the zeolite
crystal lattice, all cations in the lattice can be solvated only by small polar molecules, that is,
molecules with an average size lower than the channel diameter; these include, for example,
molecules of water, methanol, formaldehyde, etc. Consequently, natural zeolite crystals
can be technologically exploited as both thermal and chemical sensors [22]. In their use as
chemical sensor, these materials are able to promptly modify their external surface electrical
conductivity by exposition to water vapor. The surface electrical conductivity of natural
zeolites with Si/Al close to 5 (e.g., clinoptilolite) may change significantly by exposition
to water vapor, and in addition the water molecules spontaneously desorb from these
slightly hydrophobic materials when these last are removed from the humid environment.
Therefore, zeolite chemical sensors show completely reversible electrical behavior with fast
return to the original electrical conductivity value. Owing to the involved ionic conduction
mechanism, impedance measurements are required for zeolitic sensors. Sinusoidal or
square-wave signals with frequency lower than 1 kHz can be conveniently used. A slab of
natural zeolite with a convenient value of the Si/Al ratio can be used as a gas-phase water
sensor, and, according to the literature [23], geomorphic clinoptilolite has shown to be very
adequate for such an application.

Natural clinoptilolite is the most widely spread zeolite type of natural origin [24].
This crystalline substance is characterized by low cost and excellent mechanical, ther-
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mal, and chemical resistance. A slab of natural clinoptilolite has a polycrystalline nature
made of highly compacted few micron-sized single lamellar crystals [25,26]. Geomorphic
clinoptilolite can be readily used to fabricate water-vapor sensors by applying two parallel
electrodes to the surface of a small and perfectly flat slab. The electrodes can be simply
obtained by painting two very close rectangular areas on the slab surface by using silver
paint. Electrodes must be located on the slab surface in order to exclude from the electrical
transport mechanism those cations belonging to internal channel surface. Thus, preventing
the slow diffusive mass transport mechanism involved in the solvation of inner cations, the
maximum response-fastness possible for this ceramic sensor can be achieved. Owing to the
excellent mechanical resistance of clinoptilolite, very robust self-supporting sensors can be
fabricated. For the high thermal stability of clinoptilolite, these water-vapor sensors can be
exploited for technological applications also at temperatures higher than room temperature.

Recently, the use of naturally available nanostructured mineral substances (e.g., hal-
loysite nanotubes, sepiolite nanofibers, attapulgite, etc.) in the fabrication of resistive
humidity sensors to be used for different body-related-humidity-detection applications
(e.g., respiratory behavior, speech recognition, skin moisture, non-contact switch, diaper
monitoring, etc. [27]) has been proposed in the literature [28–30]. These nature-made
sensitive materials have shown good humidity-sensing performances at different relative
humidity (RH) conditions, and, in addition, their use represents a facile, low-cost, and
environmentally friendly strategy to achieve high-performance sensing devices, without
requiring complex manufacturing approaches frequently adopted in this field [31–33].

Inexpensive fast-response ceramic moisture sensors can be conveniently used as
devices for apnea syndrome control (i.e., human exhalation sensors) [34–36] by using
a miniaturized wearable electric revelation technique. Here, the capability of geomor-
phic clinoptilolite sensor to promptly and reversibly detect the humidity exhaled during
breathing was evaluated by using the “voltage-drop” technique, an original instrumental
approach that requires very simple electronic circuitry. Device miniaturizing needs ex-
tremely reduced electronic circuitry, which is essential for the wearability of these health
monitors (e.g., apnea-syndrome monitor).

2. Materials and Methods

A commercial sample of natural clinoptilolite (TIP—Technische Industrie Produkte,
GmbH, Waibstadt, Germany) was used in the as-received form for fabricating prototypes of
the impedimetric sensor. In particular, the sensors were obtained by cutting the raw zeolite
piece in the form of rectangular slabs of small thickness (5.0 mm × 10.0 mm × 3.0 mm) by
using a mini electric cutting machine (electric mini-grinder, VUM-40, Vigor, Fossano (CN),
Italy, equipped with a diamond cutting wheel). Two electrical contacts (1 mm spaced) were
painted on the slab surface by using a curable silver paste (EN-06B8, ENSON, Shenzhen,
China), and wires were cold-welded to the electrodes by the same paint. According to
silver-paste specifications, the obtained device was left to dry in air for 2 days and then
baked in an oven at 140 ◦C for 30 min. Two-lead measurements were used to test the
moisture sensor; this type of measurement involves a small contact resistance due to the
silver–zeolite interface that slightly reduces the device sensitivity. Since the silver electrodes
are located at the zeolite surface, only hydrated monovalent cations (i.e., KOH2+) belonging
to external surface can participate in the electrical transport.

The clinoptilolite sample morphology was investigated by scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM, Quanta 200 FEG microscope, FEI, Hillsboro, OR, USA) after its powdering
by a hammer. The characteristic Si/Al molar ratio and the type of extra-framework cations
present in the mineral were determined by using energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS, Inca 250, Oxford Instruments, Oxford, UK). The type of crystalline solid phases
present inside the mineral were identified by using large-angle powder diffraction (XRD,
X’Pert PRO, PANalytical, Oxford, UK).

A handheld digital multimeter (DMM, UT-71D, Uni-Trend, Dongguan, China) was
used as a true-RMS voltmeter for measuring the voltage across the ac generator output,
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when it was connected in parallel to the zeolite-based humidity sensor. The DMM included
an optically insulated high-speed data-logging system, which allowed the multimeter
to record voltage measurements at a speed of 8–9 Sa/s (sampling per second). Such
high-speed voltage recording required setting the multimeter in low-resolution mode
(4000 counts). In particular, DMM was connected to a PC by a cable, and measurements
were recorded by using a dedicated software (UTC/D/E Interface Program, version 3.00,
2017, Uni-Trend Technology, Dongguan, China). Square-wave voltage sources embedded
into different handheld DMMs (i.e., DT830D, DT-830B, DT832, ANENG AN8206, ANENG
AN8008, KONIG KDM-100, and UT20B) were tested. The best results, in terms of lowest
power source, were found with the square-wave source embedded in the DT830D digital
multimeter (cheap entry-level DMM, available under different trademarks). The square-
wave trace was obtained by an analog oscilloscope (AO-610-2 10 MHz, Voltcraft, distributed
by Conrad Electronic SE, Hirschau, Germany), and the harmonic composition of the square-
wave signal was obtained by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) analysis based on a 2-channel
10 MHz USB oscilloscope (PicoScope 2204A-D2, Pico Technology, Cambridgeshire, UK).
A resistance decade box (3280, PeakTech GmbH, Ahrensburg, Germany) was also used to
determine the I–V characteristics of the square-wave sources.

3. Results and Discussion

Natural clinoptilolite usually consists of a combination of different crystalline solid
phases (zeolites, quartz, etc.), and the clinoptilolite phase is only the principal component
of such a natural composite. As a consequence, the exact composition of the mineral
needs to be experimentally determined by using the X-ray diffraction technique (XRD).
According to the diffractogram shown in Figure 1, the clinoptilolite sample contained the
following main crystalline solid phases: clinoptilolite (48.4 wt.%), anorthite (42.0 wt.%),
quartz (8.9 wt.%), and stilbite (0.7 wt.%); indeed, the most intensive peaks belonging to
the diffraction patterns of these minerals can be clearly detected in the XRD of Figure 1.
According to the literature, the found crystalline phase composition is quite typical for
clinoptilolite of natural origin [24].

 

Figure 1. XRD of the natural zeolite used for fabricating the impedimetric water sensor with indication
of peaks of the clinoptilolite crystalline phase.

Geomorphic clinoptilolite has a polycrystalline structure. Owing to the extremely high
pressure applied to the stone for millions of years, such polycrystalline structure results
highly consolidated and characterized by a density (2.15 g/cm3) close to that of a zeolite
single-crystal (absence of macro-porosity) [26]. The clinoptilolite phase is made of perfectly
staked single-lamellar crystals whose morphology can be easily visualized by Scanning
Electron Microscopy (SEM) after having delaminated the mineral by applying a strong
compressive stress (e.g., hammer blow). The lamellar morphology of the clinoptilolite
single crystals is shown in Figure 2a. As visible, all single-lamellar crystals have exactly the
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same thickness, corresponding to 40 nm; while the other two sizes range between 300 nm
and 1 μm.

 

Figure 2. SEM-micrograph of the clinoptilolite single lamellar crystals generated by sample delami-
nation (a) and EDS spectrum of the geomorphic clinoptilolite surface (b).

The characteristic Si/Al molar ratio and the type of extra-framework cations contained
in the sample have been established by Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS). The EDS-
spectrum of the sample is shown in Figure 2b; the specimen contained the following types
of cations: K+, Ca2+, Mg2+, and Fe3+ (in a very little amount). Owing to the low charge
density, potassium cations (K+) were the only charge-carriers active in the transport for this
ionic conductor. The Si/Al atomic ratio of the clinoptilolite sample can be approximately
evaluated by using the silicon and aluminum intensities of signals in the EDS spectrum,
and it corresponded to ca. 5.4. Such a value is typical for this kind of mineral. According
to this moderately high Si/Al value, the clinoptilolite sample can be considered as a
quite hydrophobic zeolite type. The scarce hydrophilicity of the mineral is a property
of fundamental importance for a moisture-sensing material, since it allows the sensor to
behave reversibly in service.

Since voltage is an electrical property that is easy to measure, the possibility to use a
root-mean-square (RMS) digital voltmeter to detect the wearable sensor response is very
convenient. Usually, the response to stimuli of an impedimetric sensor is detected as
impedance (Z) variation that is measured by an LCR-meter, or as variation of the intensity
of current flowing in the device. However, if the impedimetric sensor is biased by a very
low power generator, the sensor response can be detected also as voltage drop at sensor
electrodes. In particular, the lower the generator power is, the higher the sensitivity of this
method. In addition, the I–V characteristics of the generator can be determined and the
voltage response can be converted to current intensity or impedance variation by using the
generator I–V characteristics.

Owing to the prompt response and reversible behavior, the moisture sensor based on
clinoptilolite can be used as apnea syndrome monitor. The human exhalation pattern could
be obtained by measuring the current intensity flowing at sample surface after biasing
this sensor, for example, with a 5 kHz sinusoidal voltage signal (20 Vpp). However, a
similar pattern with much higher resolution can be generated by using the here proposed
“voltage-drop” method. To the best of our knowledge, such an instrumental approach,
based on a combination of an extremely low power ac generator and true-RMS digital
voltmeter, has never been proposed to detect the response of an impedimetric ceramic
sensor, such as, for example, a geomorphic zeolite moisture sensor.

When a zeolitic sensor is biased by a sinusoidal or square-wave voltage signal, pro-
duced by a standard ac source (function generator with power >1 W), the very high
impedance (few MΩ) of the zeolitic sensor can cause just a negligible voltage drop during
the exhalation detection by the sensor. However, many digital multimeters (DMMs) incor-
porate a square-wave source (signal tracer) of very low power (of the μW order), and if
these generators are used to bias the sensor, a significant voltage drop can be experienced
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even for a slight variation of the high load impedance. Such a type of signal generator is
adequate to detect stimuli by an impedimetric zeolitic sensor by measuring the voltage drop
at the sensor electrodes. An alternated voltage source is required to avoid ion accumulation
at electrodes surface. In particular, the square-wave output incorporated in the DT830D
multimeter originates from the liquid crystal display (LCD) driver in the 7106 multimeter
chip. The integrated 7106 is an analog-to-digital converter (ADC), which also provides the
LCD back panel driving signal with flipping polarity.

The zeolite sensor was connected to the square-wave output, and a true-RMS digital
voltmeter (UT71D digital multimeter, UNI-Trend Technology, Dongguan, China) was
placed in parallel to this generator, according to the electrical scheme shown in Figure 3.
The square-wave signal characteristics are show in Figure 4a,b. As visible in the oscilloscope
trace, when a coupling capacitor of 10 nF was used to filter the small offset voltage contained
in the signal, the power source gave a perfectly symmetrical square-wave with an amplitude
of 5.0 Vpp (for a square-wave signal, the effective voltage, Veff, as measured by a true-RMS
digital voltmeter, exactly corresponds to the peak voltage value, Vp = 2.5). As is visible in
Figure 4b, the square-wave signal analysis in the frequency domain showed that the signal
was composed by the fundamental at the frequency of 50 Hz and three main odd harmonics.

Figure 3. Electrical circuit used to record the voltage-drop measurements.

  

Figure 4. Square-wave signal (a) with its harmonic analysis by FFT oscilloscope (b) and sensor
prototype (c).

Time-resolved true-RMS voltage measurements were recorder during exposition to
human breathing by using the digital voltmeter UT71D data-logging system. An example
of a breathing pattern, including three exhalation steps obtained by the voltage drop
technique, is shown in Figure 5. According to this breathing pattern, the surface resistivity
was quickly modified in the presence of the water vapor, and the voltage decreased by
ca. 100 mV in average. As is visible, water adsorption was a very fast process, and it was
described by a linear temporal behavior, while water desorption was slightly slower and
followed a parabolic law.
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Figure 5. Human-breathing pattern (exhalations) obtained by the voltage drop technique.

The I–V characteristics of the square-wave voltage source are shown in Figure 6a. This
curve was obtained by applying to the generator a gradually increasing pure resistive load
of a precisely known value (tolerance of resistors: ±1%), and measuring the output voltage
and the absorbed current by true-RMS digital voltmeter and digital ammeter, respectively.
The generator I–V characteristics clearly show a non-ideal behavior, with an electromotive
force (EMF) of ca. 2.57 V and an internal resistance value (ratio between the EMF and
Imax) of ca. 120 kΩ. In particular, the short-circuit voltage (V = 0 and I = Imax) and the
open-circuit voltage, that is, the voltage without load (V = Vmax and I = 0), were obtained
by extrapolation, since direct measurement of the short-circuit voltage could damage the
generator because of the high current intensity flowing in the circuit (overload protection
is not present in such simple type of generators), while the open-circuit voltage is limited
by the digital multimeter input impedance (usually 10 MΩ at a frequency of 50–60 Hz).
In order to avoid the influence of the digital voltmeter input impedance, the voltage and
current values were measured for resistive loads inferior to 10 MΩ. As is visible in Figure 6b,
the power curve of the square-wave generator shows a dependence of the output power
on the applied resistive load, with a maximum value of ca. 14 μW. Such maximum power
is achieved with a pure resistive load of 120 kΩ that corresponds exactly to the internal
resistance of the generator.

As indicated above, the exhalation pattern displayed as a voltage-drop sequence (see
Figure 5) can be converted to a true-RMS current intensity variation or to a normalized
impedance variation by using the determined I–V characteristics of the square-wave gen-
erator (see Figure 7a,b). In particular, the following relationship was used to convert the
time-resolved voltage-drop measurements to time-resolved current-intensity data:

I = Isc·
(

1 − V
E

)
, (1)

where Isc = Imax = 21.3 μA is the short-circuit current intensity, and E is the electromotive
force. Similarly, time-resolved zeolite-sensor impedance (Z) values can be obtained from
the experimental voltage data by the following relationship:

Z =
V
I
=

V

ISC·
(

1 − V
E

) =
V(

ISC − 1
r ·V

) , (2)
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where r = 120 kΩ is the generator internal resistance. As visible, when the breath pattern is
expressed as temporal variation of the impedance, the exhalation signals result in being
quite deformed (see Figure 7b).

Figure 6. I-V characteristics of the square-wave voltage source (a) and its corresponding power
curve (b).

 
Figure 7. Exhalation signals displayed as time-resolved current intensity (a) and impedance (b).

The observed very fast response of the clinoptilolite-based sensor to the exhaled
humidity is related to the special ionic transport mechanism that involves exclusively
extra-framework cations located on the external surface of the zeolite slab. In fact, since
the electrical contacts are located on the surface, only surface cations are subjected to the
applied alternated electric field. During exhalation, these cations are directly exposed to
the external humid environment, and, therefore, they readily interact with water molecular
dipole by ion-cation electrostatic forces, thus leading to their hydration (solvation). The
hydration process (involving one or more water molecules) significantly reduces the cation
charge density, weakening, as a consequence, the Coulomb interaction between cations
and the negative charge spread in the closed zeolite framework region (nucleophilic area).
The consequent strong increase of cation mobility determines an increase in the current
intensity moving on the slab surface, with a drop of the voltage between the silver electrodes.
During inhalation, the low humidity content characterizing the environment close to the
sensor surface determines a desorption of the water molecules from the cations (ion-dipole
is a quite weak physical interaction) with restoration of the original very low surface
conductivity of the zeolite slab. Such equilibrium between surface and environmental
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water molecules allows the electrical monitoring of the moisture fluctuations in the space
immediately close to the electrode surface.

4. Conclusions

A variety of ac square-wave voltage sources embedded into commercial entry-level dig-
ital multimeters (DMM) that are connected in parallel with a true-RMS voltmeter (voltage-
drop method) have been tested to detect the signal coming from a simple clinoptilolite-
based impedimetric water-vapor sensor. The most sensible response was observed with a
square-wave voltage source of 14 μW (maximum) embedded in the DT830D multimeter
model. In particular, the water-vapor sensor was fabricated by cutting a piece of geo-
morphic natural clinoptilolite stone in form of small slab and painting two 1 mm–spaced
rectangular electrodes on its surface. When the sensor was exposed to water vapor con-
tained in the exhaled human breath, the slab surface impedance rapidly decreased, and
this event was recorded as a voltage drop by the voltmeter data-logging system. Owing
to the clinoptilolite surface hydrophobic nature, during the inhalation stage of the human
breathing, water molecules rapidly desorbed from cations located on the external surface
of the impedimetric sensor, thus determining a fast increase of its impedance value. The
sensor showed a very prompt and completely reversible behavior at room temperature,
thus allowing its technological exploitation as breath sensor. For example, this instrumental
approach can be conveniently used for human-exhalation detection in apnea-syndrome
monitoring. The principal physicochemical characteristics of the geomorphic clinoptilolite
used for sensors fabrication were also determined by XRD and SEM/EDS.
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Abstract: The handling of inorganic scintillators (e.g., alkali metal halides) can benefit from the
availability of polymeric materials able to adhere to their surface. Polymeric materials, such as
epoxy resins, can act as protective coatings, as adhesives for photodiodes to be connected with
the scintillator surface, and as a matrix for functional fillers to improve the optical properties of
scintillators. Here, the optical properties of two epoxy resins (E-30 by Prochima, and Technovit
Epox by Heraeus Kulzer) deposited on the surface of a scintillator crystal made of CsI(Tl) were
investigated, in order to improve the detection of high-energy radiation. It is found that these resins
are capable of adhering to the surface of alkali metal halides. Adhesion, active at the epoxy–CsI(Tl)
interface, can be explained on the basis of Coulomb forces acting between the ionic solid surface
and an ionic intermediate of synthesis generated during the epoxy setting reaction. Technovit Epox
showed higher transparency, and it was also functionalized by embedding white powdered pigments
(PTFE or BaSO4) to achieve an optically reflective coating on the scintillator surface.

Keywords: optical-grade epoxy; inorganic scintillator; alkali metal halides; adhesion; interface;
Coulomb forces; optical properties

1. Introduction

Alkali metal halide crystals, such as NaCl, NaI(Tl), CsI, and CsI(Tl), are excellent
optical windows and scintillator materials to detect high-energy radiation (e.g., γ-rays, and
X-rays) [1–13]. These inorganic scintillators offer (i) a high output and energy resolution,
(ii) a fast and high linear response, and (iii) a very stable light output over a wide range
of temperatures; however, they are moisture sensitive and, therefore, quite difficult to
handle [4]. In addition, the difficult processing of these materials strongly limits their
technological exploitation. Usually, to solve these problems, the crystal is covered by
PTFE tape; however, this technological approach has several limitations (tape breaking,
non-uniform shape, etc.). Therefore, in this paper, we propose replacing the tape with
structural adhesive polymeric materials such as epoxy resins containing reflective powders.

It is known that ionic scintillators are solids made of close-packed alkali metal cations
and halogen anions, interacting by Coulomb’s electrostatic forces, and adhesion is not a
critical issue for ionic solids such as ceramic materials (e.g., potteries and glasses) since their
surfaces have a layer of hydroxyl groups that allows a strong grafting with the adhesive
phase [14]. However, such a layer is not present on the surface of an alkali metal halide
crystal, and therefore the polymer–crystal interfacial adhesion is a very critical issue for
these materials.

It is well known that polymers have a more or less effective capability of adhering
to different solid surfaces by physical or even chemical interactions, depending on the
type of side group [15]. For such a reason, the adhesion of thermoplastic polymers to an
ionic surface should improve upon increasing the side group polarity, but a mechanically
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stable polymer–ionic solid interface can never be achieved by ion–dipole interactions.
On the other hand, epoxy resin is an almost universal structural adhesive class, able to
guarantee a strong interface with solids such as ceramics, inorganic glasses, metals, and
even most plastics [16,17]. Since ionic groups (alkoxide and ammonium) are generated
in the epoxy structure during the setting reaction [18], these materials can determine an
effective interaction with the cations/anions present on the alkali metal halide surface,
which provides the adhesion with the crystal.

Here, the adhesion of two optical-grade epoxy resins to a CsI(Tl) crystal was tested
after their characterization by UV–Vis spectroscopy, fluorescence spectroscopy, scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). To improve
the reflectance of the coating layer, these resins were filled by white organic/inorganic
pigments of PTFE or BaSO4.

2. Materials and Methods

The experimental activity was focused on the surface modification of inorganic scin-
tillators, based on thallium-doped cesium iodide, CsI(Tl), monocrystals, by epoxy resins.
The aim of the surface treatment was the protection/functionalization of the scintillator
surface, and it was carried out on single crystals, having a cubic shape with a side of 35 mm.
Since CsI is highly hygroscopic and sensitive to oxidation, the scintillators were stored
in a desiccator with well-activated silica gel. Two types of optical-grade epoxies: E-30 by
Prochima and Technovit Epox by Heraeus Kulzer, were tested as scintillator adhesives. The
base resin-to-hardener weight ratio was 5:3 for the E-30 epoxy resin, and 3:1 for Technovit
Epox. In the case of Technovit Epox, a fast hardener was used. An as-prepared epoxy resin
mixture was applied by spraying it on the crystal surface. After that, to eliminate air bub-
bles and other defects formed in the deposited layer, the covered crystals were kept in oven,
under vacuum, at a temperature of 40 ◦C (for E-30) and 80 ◦C (for Technovit Epox), for ca.
2 h, and then the samples were left to cure in air for 2 days. Teflon nanopowder (PTFE,
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and barium sulphate (BaSO4, 99%, Alfa-Aesar, Haverhill,
MA, USA) were selected as a white reflective filler for Technovit Epox. In particular, the
filler suspension in the base resin component was treated by an ultrasonic bath for 30 min
to improve dispersion. After the hardener addition to the base epoxy, accurate mixture
stirring, and its deposition on the CsI(Tl) crystal, the coating was allowed to cure at a
temperature of 80 ◦C for 2 h. To obtain an optimal compromise between visible reflectivity
and coating uniformity, it was required for the epoxy-based composites were required to
be filled with 5.4% by weight of PTFE or 21.3% by weight of BaSO4.

Microscopic characterization and elemental analysis were performed by a scanning
electron microscope (FEI Quanta 200 FEG microscope, Theromo Fischer Scientific, Hills-
boro, OR, USA )and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (Inca Oxford 250, Oxford, UK),
respectively. Absorption and emission optical spectroscopy measurements were conducted
by a UV–Vis–NIR spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer, Lambda-900, Hong Kong, China),
equipped with an integrating sphere (diameter of 15 cm, PerkinElmer, Hong Kong, China),
covered by Spectralon, and a spectrofluorometer (PerkinElmer, LS-55, Hong Kong, China),
respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

The surface morphology of the “as-received” CsI(Tl) crystals was investigated by
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, FEI Quanta 200 FEG microscope, Theromo Fischer
Scientific, Hillsboro, OR, USA), and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used
in order to quantify the surface oxidation extent. Figure 1a shows the SEM micrograph
of the fractured crystal surface. In the inset, the brittle fracture clearly evidences the
many dislocations present in the crystal lattice. The EDS spectrum of the fractured surface
is shown in Figure 1b where intensive signals of cesium and iodine elements can be
appreciated, while the thallium signal is not visible because it is present in a very small
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amount. A low-intensity oxygen signal is also present, indicating a slight surface oxidation,
and the very small carbon peak is due to the SEM sample preparation.

 

Figure 1. SEM micrograph of the CsI(Tl) crystal surface (a) and related EDS spectrum (b). The inset
of (a) shows a magnification of the surface dislocations.

The absorption properties of the CsI(Tl) crystal were measured by absorption spec-
troscopy. As shown in Figure 2a, even a very thin slice of CsI(Tl) showed a rapidly
saturating absorption band starting at 315 nm, while the sample was uniformly transparent
in the 320–800 nm spectral range.

Figure 2. UV–Vis absorption spectrum of CsI(Tl) (slice of 0.883 mm) (a), and UV–Vis excitation–
emission spectra of CsI(Tl) (b). In the inset, a magnification of the emission peak is shown.

The fluorescence characteristics of the scintillator crystals were explored by fluorimetry.
As shown in Figure 2b, one visible light emission of green color was found under ultraviolet
excitation. In particular, the excitation spectrum (blue curve) shows a cut-off in the UV
region, while the emission spectrum (red curve) presents a symmetric peak, centered at
550 nm (see the inset of Figure 2b).

For optimal scintillator operation, it is required to avoid the full attenuation of the
fluorescence signal emitted under exposure to high-energy radiation (γ-rays, X-rays, etc.).
Therefore, the optical transparency of the epoxy resins (E-30 by Prochima and Technovit
Epox by Heraeus Kulzer) in the green spectral range (520–560 nm) was measured. As it
can be seen in Figure 3, after curing, these two resins, which were 0.5 mm thick, they had a
cut-off value of 272 nm and 290 nm, respectively. Both cut-off values are quite close to the
CsI(Tl) crystal self-absorption wavelength, which is 315 nm; however, the optimal optical
features were found for the Technovit Epox resin because of the higher transmittance in
the UV–Vis–NIR spectral range.
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Figure 3. Transmittance spectra of the cured E-30 and Technovit Epox resins, and CsI(Tl) crystal.

Spray technology was used to deposit the Technovit Epox resin on the CsI(Tl) crystal
surface. As shown in Figure 4a, a continuous and defect-free coating layer of 0.5 mm
thickness was deposited, leading to a coated crystal with a size of 35 mm. Such a type of
coating can only slightly attenuate the fluorescent green light emitted by the scintillator
crystal under UV radiation (see Figure 4b). According to the difficult peel-out of the
Technovit Epox coating, a mechanically robust epoxy–crystal interface resulted. This very
good adhesion property could be attributed to some special chemical interaction active at
the epoxy–CsI(Tl) interface.

 

Figure 4. CsI(Tl) scintillator crystal coated by Technovit Epox resin under visible (a) and UV light (b).

In this work, it was observed that epoxy resin showed good adhesion to the CsI(Tl)
crystal surface even without preliminary treatments. Such bonding can be explained on
the basis of the formation, during the curing reaction, of an ionic intermediate of synthesis
(i.e., -CH(O−)-CH2-NH2

+-) that could persist at the organic/inorganic interface because of
electrostatic interactions with the Cs+ and I− ions present on the crystal surface.

To improve the collection of the emitted fluorescence signal by multiple light reflec-
tions, the possibility of filling the epoxy layer with a white pigment was also verified.
The deposition of such a functionalized coating layer increases the reflectance of the crys-
tal walls.

In the case of the white pigment based on PTFE nanopowder, a not very uniform
dispersion was obtained for a filling factor higher than 5.4% by weight, Figure 5a, and large
aggregates of PTFE grains appeared in the deposited layer, Figure 5b.
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Figure 5. Surface of a CsI(Tl) scintillator coated by a reflective layer of Technovit Epox resin filled
with PTFE nanopowder (a). An optical micrograph of the achieved surface microstructure, where the
arrows indicate the aggregates present in the coating layer (b).

To improve the coating uniformity, BaSO4 powder was tested as a filler, since it is a
white reflective pigment widely used in optics [19–21]. According to the SEM micrograph
and the EDS spectrum shown in Figure 6a,b, the BaSO4 powder had an average size of
431 nm and contained copper impurity (2.3% by weight).

 

Figure 6. SEM micrograph of the BaSO4 powder (a), related EDS spectrum (b), and BaSO4/epoxy
sample image (c).

When sonication was applied during the preparation of the epoxy/BaSO4 mixture, a
much higher filling factor was achieved (21.3% by weight), without observing significant
grain aggregation in the coating (see Figure 6c).

A reasonably good result was achieved by filling the epoxy resin with BaSO4 powder.
Figure 7 shows the total reflectance spectrum in the visible range of the pure CsI(Tl)
scintillator crystal (blue curve) and the CsI(Tl) scintillator crystal coated by a BaSO4/epoxy
layer (green curve). These optical measurements clearly show a higher reflectance value
for the coated crystal.

Figure 7. Total reflectance spectra of: CsI(Tl) scintillator (blue curve) and CsI(Tl) scintillator coated
by a BaSO4/epoxy layer (green curve).
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4. Conclusions

The optical characteristics of two commercial optical-grade epoxy resins used as
coatings for CsI(Tl) crystals were compared. The best optical properties were found for
Technovit Epox that also showed good adhesion characteristics for the CsI(Tl) crystal
surface. Such adhesive properties of epoxies toward alkali metal halides could be ascribed
to the possibility for these macromolecules to generate, during the setting reaction, an ionic
intermediate that may electrostatically interact with cations and anions at the salt–resin
interface. The functionalization the epoxy coating with a white pigment (BaSO4 powder),
in order to improve the reflectance on the scintillator surface in the visible spectral region,
was also investigated.
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Abstract: Morphological, structural, and thermoresistive properties of films deposited on low-
density polyethylene (LDPE) substrates are investigated for possible application in flexible electronics.
Scanning and transmission electron microscopy analyses, and X-ray diffraction measurements show
that the films consist of overlapped graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) each composed on average of
41 graphene layers. Differential scanning calorimetry and dynamic-mechanical-thermal analysis
indicate that irreversible phase transitions and large variations of mechanical parameters in the
polymer substrates can be avoided by limiting the temperature variations between −40 and 40 ◦C.
Electrical measurements performed in such temperature range reveal that the resistance of GNP films
on LDPE substrates increases as a function of the temperature, unlike the behavior of graphite-based
materials in which the temperature coefficient of resistance is negative. The explanation is given
by the strong influence of the thermal expansion properties of the LDPE substrates on the thermo-
resistive features of GNP coating films. The results show that, narrowing the temperature range from
20 to 40 ◦C, the GNP on LDPE samples can work as temperature sensors having linear temperature-
resistance relationship, while keeping constant the temperature and applying mechanical strains in
the 0–4.2 × 10−3 range, they can operate as strain gauges with a gauge factor of about 48.

Keywords: graphite nanoplatelet coatings; low-density polyethylene; differential scanning calorime-
try; dynamical-mechanical-thermal analyses; thermoresistive properties

1. Introduction

Flexible electronics covers a wide range of applications including solar cells, piezore-
sistive sensors, strain gauges, displays, health care, industrial automation, robotics, smart
textile and others [1–5]. It is a technology for assembling electronic devices on electrically
passive substrates. The simplest flexible circuit is formed by a layer of either metal or
polymer composite on flexible plastic substrate, such as polyimide, polyester, polyethylene
naphthalate, polyetherimide, polydimethylsiloxane along with various fluropolymers and
copolymers [1,5].

On the other hand, carbon-based materials, such as carbon black [6], graphite [7],
CNTs [8], graphene [9] and reduced graphene oxide [10], play an important role as conduc-
tive layers, in preparing effective electrical conductors. Indeed, these materials can be used
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as fillers also in ceramics and polymers to increase their electrical conductivity [8,11–14].
On other cases, they can be deposited as conductive thin films on polymer substrates by
means of various fabrication techniques [15]. Graphene layers and graphene/graphite
nanoplatelets (GNP), for example, can be deposited by a top-down approach using the ex-
foliation of graphite, by mechanical methods [16–19], electrostatic deposition [20], chemical
synthesis [7], electrochemical [21] and thermal expansions [22].

The aim of the present work is to explore the morphological, structural, and thermo-
resistive properties of graphite nanoplatelet films deposited by a micromechanical tech-
nique [19] on low-density polyethylene (LDPE) substrates for possible applications in
flexible electronics [23]. LDPE was selected, since it is the most commonly used polymer
with applications ranging from film packaging and electrical insulation to containers and
piping [24,25]. Moreover, although the properties of this polymer depend on the grade of
crystallinity it is a mechanically tough and flexible material. In addition, this selection is
corroborate by the good adhesion property between the LDPE surface and coating due to
a high surface energy value ~31.9 mJ/m2 [26], and a strong CH-π hydrogen bond of ca.
1.5–2.5 kcal/mol [27].

It is known that the thermomechanical stability of the substrate is an important
technological issue in the application of microelectronics, micro-electromechanical systems,
and flexible electronics [28,29]. Therefore, to establish the proper operating temperature
ranges of the samples, extensive characterizations of the LDPE were carried out by means
of differential scanning calorimetry and dynamic-mechanical-thermal analysis over wide
temperature ranges. These thermomechanical characterizations, along with the electrical
ones as a function of the temperature, allow us to investigate the influence of the thermal
expansion of the polymer substrates on the thermo-resistive behavior of the deposited
GNP films.

2. Materials and Methods

The low-density polyethylene (LDPE, Riblene FF20) selected as a substrate was sup-
plied in form of pellets by Versalis (ENI S.p.A., S. Donato Milanese, Italy) with the following
properties: density = 0.921 kg/m3, melt flow index = 0.8 g/10 min (190 ◦C/2.16 kg) and
Tmelting = 112 ◦C. The substrates were produced by compression molding using a PV Collin
P300 hydraulic hot-press (Dr. Collin GmbH, Maitenbeth, Germany). Prior to use, the
LDPE pellets were carefully kept under vacuum for 24 h at 60 ◦C to remove the adsorbed
water. Then, about 3 g of dried pellets were placed between two Polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE)-coated peel-ply films and sandwiched between two steel plates. Afterwards, they
were placed between the two preheated plates (30 × 30 cm2) of the press and left freely to
melt for about 1 min at 180 ◦C. The plates were brought closer together in order to obtain
a force of 10 kN. The pressure was maintained for about 5 min, after which the samples
were removed from the press and cooled down to room temperature. It is worth noting
that the reduced processing time at 180 ◦C and the previous drying process carried out
at the lowest temperature of 60 ◦C, ensured that no thermal degradation occurred in the
polymeric material allowing to obtain homogeneous films, without bubbles or inclusions.

After quenching, the samples were peeled off from the nonstick peel layer and cut
into a circular shape approximately 20 cm in diameter. The LDPE samples were stabilized
at room temperature for three days and then measured with a film thickness gauge.

The GNP films were deposited on the LDPE substrates by the micromechanical
method [19] summarized as follows. The preparation started from commercial expandable
graphite (Asbury Carbon, Asbury, NJ, USA), which was thermally expanded in air at 750 ◦C
for 3 min using a muffle furnace. Such an expansion reaction explosively transformed the
graphite flakes into high porous, wormlike structures usually named ‘expanded graphite’.
A cleaning sonication bath was used to disaggregate the expanded graphite filaments
dispersed in a volatile liquid medium (Acetone, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) by
means of ultrasounds applied for a few tens of minutes at room temperature.
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The resulting powder was dried in air at room temperature to produce a highly porous
and fragile graphite aerogel that was mechanically broken to give graphite platelets. In a
previous paper [19] we evaluated by TEM and SEM measurements that these platelets can
have a high aspect ratio with an average size of ca. 80 μm and thickness ranging from 10 to
200 nm. Then, a colloidal dispersion (33 g/L) was obtained by accurately mixing the dry
graphite platelet powder with pure ethanol (100%, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA)
using a sonication bath; then a soft graphite paste was achieved at room temperature by
solvent evaporation.

Samples were obtained by fixing a LDPE substrate with a thickness of 1 mm onto
a flat glass and carefully spreading a small amount of paste onto the substrate surfaces
using a LDPE sheet as a counterface and applying on it a manual pressure ranging from
3 to 9 kPa. The deposition temperature of the films was ∼20 ◦C.

The adhesion property between the LDPE surface and graphite/ethanol paste com-
bined with the shear stress and friction forces applied during the deposition, allowed to
uniformly cover a large area of LDPE substrate with overlapped graphene or graphite
nanoplatelets. The thickness of the deposited coating can be roughly controlled by varying
the amount of graphite paste and the applied pressure to spread it on the LDPE substrate.
The obtained samples were rinsed with acetone to remove residual GNP debris and then
dried in air at room temperature.

The surface morphologies of pristine LDPE substrate and GNP coating layer on
LDPE substrate were carried out by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), FEI Quanta
200 FEG (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Hillsboro, OR, USA), operating at 10 kV. The samples
were mounted on standard aluminum stubs by double coated carbon conductive tabs.
In addition, an ultra-thin coating of electrically-conducting metal (gold/palladium) was
sputtered on the sample surface to prevent charging of the specimen, which occurs because
of the accumulation of static electric fields.

SEM cross section observations were performed by using a Zeiss Supra 40 field-
emission electron microscope (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany) operating at
7 kV. For SEM cross-sectional analysis, samples were glued between two silicon substrates.
The obtained “sandwich” was grinded on the side using abrasive papers with ascending
grit in order to achieve a flat and polished surface adapt to investigate the thickness of the
GNP film.

High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM) analysis was carried out
by using a Philips CM200 microscope (Philips, Amsterdam, The Netherlands) operating at
200 kV and equipped with a LaB6 filament. For TEM observations, samples were prepared
in cross-section by using a Leica EM UC6/FC6 cryo-ultramicrotome.

Samples’ structural properties were also investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD)
measurements using a Panalytical, X’PERT PRO diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical,
Cambridge, UK) with CuKα radiation (λ = 0.154 nm) in the range of 2θ from 5◦ to 60◦, scan
step = 0.0130◦, and full scan time = 18.9 s.

Thermal analysis of pristine LDPE samples was carried out under a nitrogen atmo-
sphere using a differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) Q1000-TA instrument (TA instru-
ment, New Castle, PA, USA). Small LDPE samples (approximately 1–2 mg) were weighed
accurately and then placed into DSC crimped aluminum pans ensuring a good sample/pan
contact. Non-isothermal cooling-heating-cooling tests were carried out at different scan
rates in the temperature range from −110 ◦C to +180 ◦C. Before each experiment, the
apparatus was calibrated using indium and zinc as reference.

Expansion and contraction behaviors of the LDPE samples were tested under a very
small tensile load of 10 mN. Samples with dimensions of 5 × 20 × 0.1 mm3 were examined
in the temperature range from −40 ◦C to +40 ◦C approximately, at a rate of 5 ◦C/min
(measurement with TMA 450, TA-Instruments, New Castle, PA, USA).

The dynamical-mechanical analyses of the LDPE samples were performed using a DMA
2980 (TA instrument, New Castle, PA, USA). Samples with dimensions 18 × 9 × 0.1 mm3

were tested by applying a variable tensile deformation with the frequency of 1 Hz and
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constant displacement amplitude of 1.0%. The measurements were carried out by using
liquid nitrogen as a coolant, to allow scans from −120 ◦C to 110 ◦C at a scanning rate of
3 ◦C/min. In this case a lower scanning rate was preferred to ensure sufficient thermal
equilibrium (±0.1 ◦C) between the instrument oven and the sample as well as to highlight
the different transitions in the material.

Electrical measurements of GNP on LDPE samples were executed under vacuum
(∼1 mbar) in a coplanar configuration by silver paint contacts (1 cm long and 1 mm
spaced) spread on their surfaces. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics were taken in a Janis
Research ST-500 probe station (Janis Research, Woburn, MA, USA) equipped with four
micromanipulators connected to a source-measurement unit (SMU) Keithley 4200-SCS
(Tektronix, Inc. Beaverton, OR, USA). The mean resistance of the samples at different
temperatures (T) was estimated from each I-V characteristic and monitoring the resistance
during a period of 60s in cooling-heating cycles from −40 ◦C to 40 ◦C at the rate of about
5 ◦C/min in order to compare the electrical and TMA measurements.

3. Results and Discussions

Carbon-based films with good adhesion to LDPE substrates were obtained by means
of a micromechanical technique based on the application of shear-stress and friction forces
to a graphite platelets/ethanol paste on the surface of the polymeric substrate [19]. SEM-
micrograph in Figure 1a shows that the pristine LDPE surface is quite flat with few little
blisters and/or wrinkles as defects, generated by the flat plates of the hydraulic hot-press
used during the substrate fabrication process. SEM micrograph in Figure 1b reveals that
the coating layer deposited on the LDPE is composed of an aggregate of thin platelets
(submicrometric thickness). The platelets are irregular in shape and have typical lateral
dimensions ranging from about one to a few tens of microns.

 

Figure 1. SEM micrographs of low-density polyethylene (LDPE) surface (a) and of the coating layer
deposited on LDPE (b).

In order to investigate the thickness of the coating layer, SEM observations were
further performed on cross sectional samples. Figure 2 shows a typical SEM image of such
samples. The LDPE substrate is indicated together with the estimated thickness of the
coating in three different areas. The sample is slightly tilted with respect to the direction of
the electron beam such that it is possible to recognize the shape of some platelets at the
top of the coating (red arrows). Some residuals of the glue used to prepare the sample in
cross-section (green arrows) are also visible.
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Figure 2. SEM micrograph of a cross-sectional coating deposited on an LDPE substrate. The thickness
of the coating is indicated in three different regions.

A major part of the glue was removed by the grind-papers used to obtain a flat surface
suitable to reveal the thickness of the coating. In particular, the grinding process was
performed in a direction parallel to the LDPE/coating interface, in order to avoid a possible
spread of the LDPE substrate in the coating or vice versa. In this way, a selective removal
of the softer glue was obtained. SEM measurements allowed to identify the coating layer
as a thin film with thickness of (900 ± 200) nm.

The inner structure of the platelets shown in Figure 1b was explored in greater detail
by means of HR-TEM measurements performed on cross-sectional samples. HR-TEM
analysis reveals that the platelets were composed of stacks of graphene sheets having again
a platelet shape and thickness between one and a few tens of nanometers.

According to ref. [30], such nanostructures can be classified as nanoplatelets. Figure 3
shows the two typical configurations of the nanoplatelets inside the larger platelets. They
can be identified but not completely separated among them giving rise to a compact
structure, as shown in Figure 3a, or they can have a more rarefied nature, as imaged in
Figure 3b, where the nanoplatelets are typically thinner and well detached. Inside the
nanoplatelets of both the images, fringes corresponding to the different graphene layers
can be observed.

 
Figure 3. HR-TEM images of cross-sectional film’s platelets showing that they are composed by the
superposition of graphite nanoplatelets (GNP). GNP can be well compacted (a), or quite separated
(b) inside the platelets.

The structural properties of GNP deposited on LDPE were further investigated by
XRD analysis. In Figure 4a the XRD pattern of the pristine LDPE substrate shows a
dominant sharp peak at 2θ = 21.40◦, a weak broad peak at 2θ = 23.70◦, and one more weak
peak at 2θ = 36.28◦ corresponding respectively to (110), (200), and (020) reflections from
the crystalline polyethylene phase [31]. These peaks are superimposed on a large halo,
generated by the amorphous polyethylene phase [32,33]. On the other hand, in Figure 4b,
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the XRD diffractogram of GNP deposited on LDPE includes two peaks of low intensity
at 2θ = 26.46◦ and 2θ = 42.82◦. These peaks can be referred to the graphite (002) and (100)
planes, respectively [19]. As it is known, the average crystal thickness perpendicular to
the lattice plane indicated by Miller’s indices (hkl) can be obtained from the following
Scherrer’s equation:

L(hkl) = K × λ/(FWHM × cosθ) (1)

where FWHM (full-width-at-half-maximum in radians), obtained by a Gaussian fit of the
peak, is equal to 0.59 (see inset in Figure 4b), K is a constant depending on the crystallite
shape, taken as 0.89 [34,35], λ is the wavelength of the X-ray radiation (Cu-Kα1 = 0.15481
nm) and θ = 13.23◦ is the half of the corresponding scattering angle. This equation applied
to the (002) peak has allowed to determine that the graphite platelets are composed of
crystallites with an average size L(hkl) = 13.6 ± 0.5 nm in the (002) direction. Moreover,
the interplane distance can be obtained by the Bragg’s law for a family of lattice planes
(hkl) [35–37]:

d(hkl) = nλ/sinθ (2)

where λ and θ are the same parameters previously described, and n = 1 is the diffraction
peak order.

 

Figure 4. XRD diffractogram of pristine LDPE (a), and GNP on LDPE (b). The Gaussian fit of (002)
peak in the inset of Figure (b).

The calculated d(002) value is (0.337 ± 0.003) nm in agreement with the separation
distance between two graphene layers (d = 0.335 nm) inside the graphite phase [38,39].

Therefore, the average number of the graphene layers (N) per crystalline domain can
be calculated from the following equation:

N = (L(002)/d(002)) + 1 (3)

In our case, the obtained N value is 41, which means, according to the HR-TEM
analysis, and following the nomenclature of refs. [30,40] that the deposited film is composed
of the superposition of graphite nanoplatelets, each with an average thickness of about 14
nm or, equivalently formed from 41 layers of graphene. All the results are summarized in
Table 1. The graphitic nature of the nanoplatelets was confirmed by preliminary Raman
measurements carried out on samples prepared in similar conditions.
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Table 1. Structural parameters obtained from the (002) peak in the XRD patterns of the GNP on LDPE
substrate. 2θ is the diffraction angle, FWHM is the full width at half maximum, d(hkl) is the average
distance of graphene layers, L(hkl) is the average height of the crystallites obtained from the FWHM,
and N is the average number of graphene layers of a nanoplatelet.

Sample
Miller’s Indices

(hkl)
Position

(2θ)
FWHM

(2θ)
d(hkl)

(nm)
L(hkl)

(nm)
N

(counts)

GNP (002) 26.46 0.59 0.337 13.6 41

In view of their possible applications, to properly define the operating temperature
ranges of the samples and avoid irreversible structural modifications of the LDPE capable of
causing damage and large fractures also in GNP films, thermal and mechanical properties
of the polymer substrates were examined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and
dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) in wide temperature ranges from −110 to 180 ◦C and
from −120 to 110 ◦C, respectively.

Figure 5 show the conventional DSC results from the heating at different scanning
rate of the pristine LDPE substrates. The enthalpic curve recorded at 10 ◦C/min indicates
the occurrence of a broad melting transition with a minimum at about 114 ◦C (Figure 5a).
Probably, the broad melting range is due to the superposition of different melting processes
associated with the different crystalline habits formed during the film solidification. Some
molecular relaxations with crystals rearrangements are also expected to take place during
the melting process. The total heat of fusion associated with this melting peak is 110 J/g,
which corresponds to about 37% of the theoretical value found for LDPE sample having
100% of crystallinity (ΔH∞ = 293.1 J/g) [41].

Figure 5. DSC heating curves of a LDPE sample in the –60–180 ◦C range at the rate of 10 ◦C/min
(a) and in the −110–70 ◦C range at the rate of 50 ◦C/min (b). Vertical dot lines at T = −105, −10 and
47 ◦C represent the second-order transition temperatures.

The glass transition temperature (Tg) corresponded to the point where half of the
increase of the heat capacity occurred in the DSC signal. In order to increase the signal
associated with the heat capacity, a DSC scan at high heating rate (50 ◦C/min) was carried
out (Figure 5b). For LDPE, the enthalpic curve shows three second-order transition tem-
peratures, T = −105, −10 and 47 ◦C (vertical dot lines in Figure 5b), corresponding to the
discontinuity in the second derivative of the Gibbs free energy. These temperatures are
associated with different relaxations of the amorphous and crystalline regions present in
the polymer matrix. The effects of such transition temperatures on the molecular mobility
of the LDPE materials are well evidenced by their thermomechanical behavior.

The dynamic mechanical properties, namely the loss factor as well as the storage
modulus and loss modulus as a function of the temperature, are reported in Figure 6a,b,
respectively. From the loss factor curve the main features of the LDPE are evident. In
particular, the three characteristic relaxation temperatures α, β, and γ of LDPE are clearly
resolved. In LDPE, the α relaxation is generally observed between 20 and 60 ◦C (in this
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case it corresponds to 47 ◦C). The intensity of the α relaxation increases with increasing the
material density and it is very sensitive to the thermal history of the sample [41,42]. It is
associated with the viscoelastic process due to the molecular motion in the crystal caused
by the premelting process. The β relaxation generally occurs between −35 and −5 ◦C and
it is related to the amorphous phase. From the loss factor curve shown in Figure 6a the β

relaxation for the considered LDPE sample occurs at about −10 ◦C. Many authors consid-
ered β relaxation as the glass transition of the crystalline-amorphous interphase [43,44].
More specifically, it is ascribed to the movement of amorphous molecular chains closer
to the crystalline domains. The greater the intensity of this relaxation, the higher is the
amorphous fraction present in the system. The γ relaxation for LDPE generally occurs
from −95 to −115 ◦C and it depends on the material density. In this case it occurs at
−105 ◦C. This relaxation is caused by short-range segmental motion. Experimental results
obtained on quasi-amorphous samples have demonstrated that the γ transition arises from
contributions of the noncrystalline regions of the polymer. This observation favors the
assignment of the γ transition rather than the β one as the primary glass transition of
LDPE [45]. Despite this discrepancy in the definition of the primary glass transition of
linear polyethylene, the phase transitions identified by these temperatures have a strong
effect on the mechanical and thermal expansion of LDPE. For example, the thermomechan-
ical behavior of the LDPE (namely the storage modulus, Figure 6b) against the temperature
can be divided into distinct regions. These regions are directly related to the mobility of
its molecular chains. At very low temperatures, LDPE behaves like a glass and exhibits a
high modulus. As increasing the temperature, the modulus continuously decreases. The
fall in modulus through the β relaxation region is between one and two orders of magni-
tude. Upon heating both storage modulus and loss modulus decrease because less force
is required for deformation. However, as the temperature approaches the glass transition
temperature more work of applied force is dissipated as heat. It results in a local increase
in the loss modulus followed by a sharp decrease. The location of the loss modulus peak,
which reflects the segmental motion of the LDPE, is considered another physical evidence
of the glass transition temperature.

Figure 6. Dynamical mechanical analysis as a function of temperature of a LDPE sample. Loss factor
(a), storage modulus and loss modulus (MPa) (b). Vertical dot lines at T = −105, −10 and 47 ◦C
represent the second-order transition temperatures.

For applications of the LDPE requiring thermal stability and thermomechanical re-
producibility, the above study indicates that it is necessary to avoid temperatures that can
induce large variations in the mechanical parameters, and irreversible structural changes.
To this aim, in the present work, the operating temperature range of the LDPE was roughly
limited between −40 and 40 ◦C to explore the thermal expansion properties. In fact, the
melting and glass phase transitions as well as the α relaxation are prevented in this range,
while β relaxation (glass transition of the crystalline-amorphous interphase) can take place
without modifying the polymer structure. Moreover, a low variation in storage modulus
(only about one order of magnitude) occurs and, therefore, suitable working conditions
can be obtained in this temperature range for LDPE.
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Results on thermal expansion characterization carried out on a typical LDPE substrate
sample are presented in Figure 7, where the temperature dependence of the linear strain, ε,
is plotted as a function of temperature during a cooling-heating-cooling cycle. Here, ε is
calculated by the following ratio:

ε = (l0 − l)/l0 (4)

where l0 is the initial size of the sample at temperature T0 = 20 ◦C and l is the size of
the sample at the temperature, T. The plot of Figure 7 shows a clear hysteresis between
the cooling and heating curves. In particular, the curve recorded in cooling mode is
linear, while during the heating the curve shows a continuous change in slope. This
is due to the presence of the second-order transition temperature, β, which separates
the experimental data into two sets. In fact, as shown in Figure 7, the abscissa of the
intersection point of the two linear fit lines obtained in different regions of the heating
curve is very close to the β transition temperature (−10 ◦C). The different trend observed
during the heating stage can be explained considering the relaxation time associated
with the second order transition. During the cooling stage, the LDPE molecules result
undercooled with respect to their equilibrium state. In fact, if the sample is left for a
sufficient time at the minimum temperature (in this case −43 ◦C) it naturally returns to
the equilibrium value, corresponding to the initial one of the heating curves. The time
requested to reach equilibrium depends on the temperature, the higher temperatures the
shorter times are required. For this reason, during heating the polymer molecules have
more change to follow point by point their equilibrium state. This behavior is intimately
linked to the time-temperature dependence of the molecular mechanisms involved in
this second order transition. According to this, the point that identifies the transition
represents the temperature at which the kinetics of the process equals the time scale of
the experiments (higher heating rate leads to higher temperature transitions). In any case,
thermal expansion measurements are always obtained in nonequilibrium conditions, i.e.,
at finite rates of temperature change. Under these conditions, a correct identification of a
transition temperature requires the specification of all the experimental conditions adopted.

Figure 7. Linear strain, ε, vs. temperature of a LDPE sample subjected to a cooling-heating-cooling
cycle. The solid straight lines are linear fit lines, and the vertical dot line allows to determine the β

second-order transition temperature.

From the linear fits shown in Figure 7, it is possible to determine, in different temper-
ature ranges, the values of the linear thermal expansion coefficient, CTE, defined as the
fractional change in length for a unit change in temperature. The obtained CTE values vary
between 1.29 × 10−4 and 1.79 × 10−4 ◦C−1 according to the literature data [46].

In summary, the characterizations carried out on the LDPE, indicate that in the tem-
perature range between −40 and 40 ◦C approximately, the constancy in the crystalline
phase and the low variation in storage modulus (about one order of magnitude) ensure
sufficient stability and reproducibility of the LDPE thermomechanical parameters, despite
the occurrence of hysteresis phenomena during the thermal cycles.
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Accordingly, the electrical measurements as a function of temperature of GNP films
deposited on LDPE substrates were performed from −40 to 40 ◦C under vacuum in two
probe configurations. The ohmicity of the contacts was revealed by the linearity of the I-V
characteristics for each temperature value as shown in Figure 8a, where the current I of a
representative sample is plotted as a function of voltage V at −40, 20 and 40 ◦C.

Figure 8. Current-voltage (I-V) characteristics recorded at different temperatures of a GNP film
deposited on LDPE substrate (a). The ratio of the resistance R to the initial resistance R0 at 20 ◦C
(R/R0) vs. temperature during a cooling-heating-cooling cycle for a GNP film deposited on LDPE
substrate (b).

The resistances R of the GNP films, determined from the fit of the I-V experimental
data plotted in Figure 8a at different temperatures, were R(20 ◦C) = R0 = 9371 ± 1 Ω,
R(40 ◦C) = 12208 ± 3 Ω, and R(−40 ◦C) = 8592 ± 2 Ω. The thermo-resistive properties of
GNP films were further explored by recording R as a function of the temperature, starting
from 20 ◦C and performing cooling-heating-cooling cycles in the range between −40 and
40 ◦C. Figure 8b displays the temperature behavior of the R/R0 ratio (where R0 is the initial
resistance measured at 20 ◦C) of the above representative sample under a thermal cycle.
Clearly, the resistance increases as a function of the temperature in the investigated range.
Such a trend is opposed to the behavior of graphite-based materials, whose resistance
decreases with increasing temperature [47]. The resistance increase was observed in
all the deposited samples and it can be attributed to the thermal expansion coefficient
mismatch between the LDPE (1–2 × 10–4 ◦C−1) [46] and nanoplatelet films (approximately
−2 × 10–6 ◦C−1) [48,49]. Indeed, the larger thermal expansion of the polymeric substrate
can induce strains in the deposited film that affect the overlapping GNP and modify the
film resistance [50]. Furthermore, it can be seen that the slope of the heating curve between
−40 and 20 ◦C is lower than that between 20 and 40 ◦C. This behavior can be explained
taking into account that the GNP film was deposited at 20 ◦C, therefore above this value
the main effect of the temperature increase is the thermal expansion (larger for LDPE with
respect to GNP film) which tends to decrease the contact area among the nanoplatelets and
to increase their separation distance. The result is to decrease the number of conductive
paths and so to increase the film resistance. When the temperature of the sample is below
the deposition temperature (20 ◦C), the larger contraction of the LDPE compared to that
of the GNP film (due again to the difference in their thermal expansion coefficients) leads
to a greater compaction of the nanoplatelets. This phenomenon implies that, by heating
the sample from −40 to 20 ◦C, the effect of the resistance decrease with the temperature
(characteristic of the graphite/graphene based materials and in any case present) becomes
more evident and opposes to the resistance increase induced by the thermal expansion of
the substrate. The superimposition of the two opposite resistance behaviors results in a
slower growth of total resistance [51].

The resistance hysteresis occurring in GNP film on LDPE during the thermal cycles
(Figure 8b) can be attributed to the mismatched thermal expansion coefficient between
LDPE and GNP film, too. Indeed, the larger strain of the polymer substrate causes a greater
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mobility of the nanoplatelets and the occurrence of nano-/microfractures in the films which
can lead to different rearrangements of the platelets with different resistance values for the
same temperature during a thermal cycle. It was observed that the cooling and heating
R-T curves tend to become closer in thermal cycles performed in narrower temperature
intervals, however more work needs to be done to reduce the resistance hysteresis in all
the examined range by optimizing the deposition conditions of GNP films on LDPE, and
to determine the performance of the samples as a function of the film thickness.

It is worth noting that by further limiting the temperature variations between 20 and
40 ◦C, the fractional change of the electrical resistance, (R − R0)/R0, is directly proportional
to temperature as illustrated in Figure 9a, and the investigated sample works as a tempera-
ture sensor. On the other hand, the heating of the sample produces positive tensile strains,
ε, which are also directly proportional to temperature, as it can be seen in the same figure.

Figure 9. Fractional change of the electrical resistance, (R − R0)/R0, and strain, ε, versus temperature
for a GNP film deposited on LDPE substrate (a). Fractional change of the electrical resistance,
(R − R0)/R0, versus strain, ε, for a GNP film deposited on LDPE substrate (b). The straight line is
the fit of the experimental data.

Therefore, keeping constant the temperature at 20 ◦C and applying mechanical strain,
ε, (having the same values induced by the thermal ones) in the 0–4.2 × 10−3 range,
(R − R0)/R0 is a linear function of ε, as shown in Figure 9b. This demonstrates that
the sample can operate as a strain gauge because it converts the mechanical strains into
electrical resistance changes. The electrical response to mechanical deformations of strain
sensors is quantified by the gauge factor (GF), that is the ratio of the relative change in
electrical resistance, R, to the mechanical strain, ε, namely

GF = (R − R0)/(εR0) (5)

where R0 is the unstrained resistance. From the fit of the experimental data plotted in
Figure 9b, a gauge factor of 48 ± 2 is obtained with a correlation coefficient r = 0.990.

4. Conclusions

Films were deposited on LDPE substrates by spreading a graphite paste on their
surfaces by using a micromechanical method. SEM, TEM and XRD characterizations
show films about 900 nm thick consisting of overlapped nanoplatelets, each composed of
41 graphene layers on average.

DSC and DMA results reveal that by limiting the temperature variations in the range
between −40 and 40 ◦C approximately, irreversible phase transitions, as melting, glass and
partial melting/recrystallization, as well as large variations of the mechanical parameters
in the LDPE substrates, can be avoided. This prevents damages and large fractures even
in the graphite nanoplatelet films. In this temperature range only the glass transition of
the crystalline-amorphous interphase (β relaxation) can take place without modifying
the polymer structure. However, it leads to a hysteretic behavior in the strain versus
temperature curve and variations of the linear thermal expansion coefficient in the range
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1.29 × 10−4–1.79 × 10−4 ◦C−1 during thermal cycles. Nevertheless, the constancy in the
crystalline phase and the low variation in storage modulus ensure sufficient stability and
reproducibility of the LDPE thermo-mechanical parameters.

The electrical measurements of GNP on LDPE samples performed under vacuum in
two probe configurations in the temperature range from −40 to 40 ◦C, show linear I-V
characteristics for each temperature. The electrical resistance of these samples increases
with temperature, showing an opposite behavior with respect graphene/graphite-based
materials in which the temperature coefficient of resistance is negative. The observed
resistance trend can be attributed to the much higher thermal expansion coefficient of the
LDPE substrate which, as the temperature increases, induces large strains in the deposited
film affecting the overlapping of graphite nanoplatelets and decreasing the number of
conductive paths, thus increasing the film resistance. Furthermore, the large strains of the
polymer substrate cause a great mobility of the nanoplatelets and the occurrence of nano-
/microfractures in the films that can lead to different rearrangements of the platelets with
different resistance values for the same temperature during thermal cycles and therefore to
hysteresis phenomena.

The hysteresis of the resistance tends to reduce as the temperature range narrows
and the fractional change of the electrical resistance becomes directly proportional to
temperature between 20 and 40 ◦C, indicating that GNP on LDPE samples can work
as temperature sensors. Finally, it has been demonstrated that keeping constant the
temperature at 20 ◦C and applying mechanical strains in the 0–4.2 × 10−3 range, these
samples can operate as strain gauges with a gauge factor of about 48.
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Abstract: The reduction of graphene oxide (GO) thin films deposited on substrates is crucial to achieve
a technologically useful supported graphene material. However, the well-known thermal reduction
process cannot be used with thermally unstable substrates (e.g., plastics and paper), in addition
photo-reduction methods are expensive and only capable of reducing the external surface. Therefore,
solid-state chemical reduction techniques could become a convenient approach for the full thickness
reduction of the GO layers supported on thermally unstable substrates. Here, a novel experimental
procedure for quantitative reduction of GO films on paper by a green and low-cost chemical reductant
(L-ascorbic acid, L-aa) is proposed. The possibility to have an effective mass transport of the reductant
inside the swelled GO solid (gel-phase) deposit was ensured by spraying a reductant solution on the
GO film and allowing it to reflux in a closed microenvironment at 50 ◦C. The GO conversion degree
to reduced graphene oxide (r-GO) was evaluated by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)
in attenuated total reflectance (ATR) mode and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). In addition, morphology and
wettability of GO deposits, before and after reduction, were confirmed by digital USB microscopy,
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and contact angle measurements. According to these structural
characterizations, the proposed method allows a bulky reduction of the coating but leaves to a
GO layer at the interface, that is essential for a good coating-substrate adhesion and this special
characteristic is useful for industrial exploitation of the material.

Keywords: graphene oxide; green chemical reduction; ascorbic acid; reduced graphene oxide

1. Introduction

In recent decades, graphene and its derivatives have attracted great interest because of their
excellent mechanical, electrical, thermal, and optical properties [1–5]. On this basis, graphite oxide,
first reported over 150 years ago [6], has re-emerged with an intense research interest due to its
possible role as a precursor for a cost-effective mass-production of graphene-based materials. Reduced
graphene oxide (r-GO) has mechanical, electrical, and optical properties quite similar to graphene
because it has a slightly heterogeneous structure made of graphene-like planes, decorated by a few
oxygen-containing chemical groups. Owing to the graphene-like properties, r-GO is a convenient
material for many technological fields (e.g., catalysis, energy-storage, electronics, etc.) [7,8]. Several
GO synthesis methods, which are alternatives to the original Hammer’s method [9–12], and new
chemical reduction schemes are being proposed [13–27]. The GO conversion to r-GO usually requires
some reducing agents or a high temperature [13–18]. Among these reduction strategies, the chemical
approach is very promising for bulk production of r-GO at low cost. Unfortunately, most of the widely
used chemical reductants such as hydrazine or hydrazine hydrate are highly toxic and/or explosive,
which can potentially induce environmental and safety risks [19]. Moreover, the chemical reduction
process of GO usually occurs under liquid-phase conditions by dissolving reducing agent and GO in
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an adequate solvent. This approach commonly determines the presence of some reduction by-products
in the final r-GO material. Consequently, an alternative solid-state reduction technique could lead to
an environmentally friendly and contaminant-free product [20].

When GO is deposited in the form of a thin film on a substrate, which provides mechanical
stability and flexibility to it, during the reduction process, some other limitations related to the presence
of this substrate can arise. For example, a limitation of thermal reduction in the presence of substrate is
represented by the operating temperature to be applied, which is dependent on the thermal stability of
the substrate. On the other hand, in the photo-reduction method, which is also used for supported
r-GO production and typically requires laser radiation, the main limitation is that only the sample
surface is involved in the process [21–27]. Consequently, the availability of effective soft-chemistry
approaches for converting GO supported on substrates to r-GO are strictly required.

Here, a novel method to reduce GO supported on paper to r-GO has been developed. Such a
method is based on the use of L-Ascorbic acid (L-aa) as the reductant [28–30]. L-aa is an effective green
chemical reductant having a mild activity and non-toxic property, it is largely employed as a reducing
agent and it has been also used when GO is converted to r-GO in liquid-phase [31–33]. L-aa is much
more environmentally friendly then typical GO reductants like hydrazine and hydrazine hydrate.
In addition, a different study revealed that GO reduced by L-aa achieved a C/O ratio (i.e., 12.5) and
conductivity values (i.e., 77 S/cm), which are comparable to those produced by hydrazine [34]. Recently,
other green reductants such as L-cysteine [35], Glycine [36], and green tea [37] have been study as
reductant for GO, however these compounds have demonstrated to be inferior reducing agents. In our
process, the solid GO deposit, in a water swelled form, has been reduced by L-aa, taking advantage
of a diffusion-based mass-transport mechanism that is possible for the L-aa molecules, in a closed
water-refluxing environment. This ecofriendly technique has shown to be very adequate to produce a
bulky, uniform and highly reduced GO layer, preserving the paper substrate. Among the possible
porous and flexible substrates, paper is one of the most used and low-cost natural polymers [35].
Cellulose is convenient as GO substrate because the hydroxyl groups present on the fiber surface may
ensure an adequate interfacial adhesion. In addition, the paper substrate is interesting because it leads
to devices that are light in weight, portable, flexible, foldable, and biodegradable which are strongly
needed in fields like microfluidics, sensors, etc. [38–43].

The obtained r-GO layers were characterized by X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform
infrared spectroscopy in attenuate total reflectance mode (FT-IR/ATR), to have structural information
and to establish the reduction degree. In addition, the morphology was investigated by digital
USB-microscopy and scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and changes in the GO deposit surface
wettability with the reduction treatment was determined by contact angle measurements.

2. Materials and Methods

GO was synthesized by a modified Hummers’ method [11,27], that was based on the oxidation of
graphite nanoplatelets (GNP) by KMnO4 (≥99%) and KNO3 (≥99%) solution in absolute H2SO4 and
after ca. 1 h the reaction was stopped by adding H2O2 (30%). The raw reaction product was repeatedly
washed by distilled water. All reactants were provided by Sigma-Aldrich. Then, the concentrated
aqueous solution of GO was cast onto a paper substrate and this system was allowed to dry in air
at room temperature. A Whatman® quantitative filter grade paper, 42 circles, diameter 42.5 mm,
was selected as substrate.

The GO supported on paper was placed inside a closed Petri dish (Pyrex), and thermostated at a
temperature of 50 ◦C by using a hot plate. The sample was periodically sprayed by L-ascorbic acid
(L-aa, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, 99%) aqueous solution to reduce GO (see Figure 1). Such
treatment lasted for ca. 48 h. In these experimental conditions, an effective mass-transport diffusion of
the L-aa reductant was possible inside the GO layer swelled by water. To remove all possible reduction
by-products, at the end of treatment, the samples were washed by spraying distilled water on them.
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Figure 1. Schematization of experimental set-up.

The surface of samples was analyzed by digital USB-microscope (Dino-lite). In order to establish
the time required for a complete reduction, the GO supported on paper samples were characterized by
FT-IR spectroscopy, before and after the reduction treatment. FT-IR spectra were recorded in ATR mode
in the 4000–700 cm−1 range by using a spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer Frontier NIR, Milan, Italy).

The paper substrate and GO supported on paper samples, before and after the reduction treatment,
were structurally characterized by XRD (PANalytical-X’PERT PRO diffractometer, with CuKα radiation
(λ = 0.154 nm)) in the range of 2θ = 5◦–60◦, scan step = 0.0130◦, and full scan time = 18.9 s.

The surface and the cross-sections morphologies of the coating layer were visualized by a SEM (FEI
Quanta 200 FEG, Hillsboro, OR, USA) equipped with an energy dispersive X-Ray (EDS) microanalyzer
(Inca Oxford 250, High Wycombe, UK). Cross-sections were obtained by cutting the system with
a scalpel.

The surface wettability of GO supported on paper, before and after the reduction treatment, was
evaluated by contact angle measurements. In particular, the sessile drop method, that considers the
shape of the small liquid test drop to be a truncated sphere, was used. The sessile drop contact angles
were measured by a Dataphysics mod. OCA 20, using 1μL as volume sampling. Each measurement was
repeated ten times at room temperature and the achieved contact angle values were statistically treated.

The chemical structures have been drawn by ACD/ChemSketch Freeware Software, version
2019.2.1, Advanced Chemistry Development, Inc., Toronto, ON, Canada, www.acdlabs.com.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 2 shows the images of a typical sample made of GO supported on paper, before and after
the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. As visible, the GO uniformly covers the surface of the
paper substrate and its color changes from a light-brown (see Figure 2a) to black (see Figure 2b), as a
consequence of the chemical reduction, thus proving that the GO has been converted to reduced
graphene oxide (r-GO). The very uniform black color distribution in the coating layer suggests a
complete chemical reduction of the GO into the r-GO. In addition, the coating does not show any defect
(e.g., cracks, fractures, pores, etc.) and does not evidence any de-bonding of the substrate, before and
after the chemical treatment. Further, the paper substrate was not modified by contacting the acid.

Figure 2. Graphene oxide (GO) supported on paper before (a) and after (b) treatment with an aqueous
L-ascorbic acid (L-aa) solution.
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The coating surface morphology, before and after chemical reduction, was investigated by digital
USB-microscopy. This type of microscopy is very sensible to the sample reflectivity because the
observation takes place under reflected light. As visible in Figure 3, the reflectivity of the two samples
significantly differs: the GO sample in Figure 2a does not reflect light and appears mostly brown,
differently the r-GO sample in Figure 2b has a much higher reflectivity and includes even silvery areas.
It is well known that graphite, similarly to the metals, has a glossy appearance, as a consequence also
r-GO resembles graphite and have a mirror-like aspect. The higher reflectivity of the r-GO surface
allows to better evidence the presence of an open porosity in the coating layer (dark areas uniformly
distributed in the silvery phase).

 

Figure 3. Surface morphologies, obtained by digital USB-microscopy, of: GO coating (a) and r-GO
coating (b) on the paper substrate (100×).

Figure 4 shows the FT-IR spectra in ATR mode of paper substrate (green line), GO before (black
line), and after (red line) the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. The spectrum of paper (green line)
shows peaks in the range of 3700–3000 cm−1 that can be referred to the resonance vibration of hydroxyl
groups (–OH), a peak at ca. 2700 cm−1 that is due to the C–H stretching vibration, and other peaks in
the range of 1500–900 cm−1 which could be due a C–O functional groups. As visible, the GO spectrum
includes six main peaks that can be attributed to the resonance vibrations of: (i) the oxygen-containing
groups and (ii) the carbon skeleton. In particular, the very strong and broad peak at 3171 cm−1 can be
referred to the resonance vibration of hydroxyl groups (–OH), the peak at 1735 cm−1 to the resonance
vibration of carbonyl groups (C=O), the peak at 1227 cm−1 to the alloy groups (C–O–H) and the peak
at 1061 cm−1 to the epoxide groups (C–O–C). In addition, the stretching absorption of C=C groups is
also clearly visible in the spectrum at 1621 cm−1, and the band centered at 2840 cm−1 is due to the C–H
stretching vibration [44].
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Figure 4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra of paper (green line), GO supported
on paper before (black line), and after (red line) the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution.

The spectrum of GO after the chemical reduction (red line in Figure 4) shows a decrease of
absorption band number and intensities, thus confirming the formation of r-GO by the removal of
most oxygen-containing functional groups. In particular, the C–O stretching resonance completely
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disappears, and the C=C stretching vibration slightly attenuates and shifts from 1621 to 1590 cm−1,
because of the conjugation extension in the graphene plane [44]. The Optimized 3-D images of GO and
r-GO are available in the Supplementary Information in Figure S1.

Figure 5 shows XRD diffractograms of: pristine paper substrate, GO, and r-GO supported on
paper. The paper substrate has the typical semi-crystalline cellulose diffraction pattern (see Figure 5a),
which includes diffraction peaks at 2θ values of: 14.7◦, 16.8◦, and 22.7◦, corresponding respectively to
the
(
110
)
, (110), and (200) crystallographic planes of type I monolithic cellulose (PDF files: 000561717,

000561718, and 000561719) [34]. The XRD patterns of GO and r-GO supported on paper are shown in
Figure 5b,c. As visible in Figure 5b, the untreated GO deposit XRD diffractogram includes, in addition
to the paper substrate XRD pattern, the presence of a peak at 2θ = 10.62◦, referred to the GO (002)
plane [14]. The XRD diffractogram of r-GO deposit, shown in Figure 5c, includes, in addition to the
paper substrate pattern, a peak of low intensity at 2θ = 11.53◦, referred to the GO (002) plane, and two
peaks at 25.39◦ and 43.02◦, belonging to r-GO [14]. Other peaks present in the XRD diffractogram can
be referred to the presence of inorganic/organic crystalline solid phases (i.e., residual L-aa, calcium
salts, etc.) present in the sample at an impurity level. As known, the d-spacing of the GO is higher
than the corresponding value of graphite, because of the presence of oxygen-containing functional
groups attached on both sheet sides, and of the atomic-scale roughness, arising from structural defects
(e.g., sp3 carbon atoms). It is possible to evaluate this d-spacing by the Bragg’s law [45–47]:

d(hkl) = n(λ/sinθ) (1)

where λ is the wavelength of the X-ray (Cu-Kα1 = 1.5481 Å), θ is half of the corresponding scattering
angle, n is an integer number, representing the diffraction peak order, d is the inter-plane distance
of the lattice, and (hkl) are the Miller’s indices. According to Equation (1), such increased value of
the d-spacing, calculated by a GO peak analysis, results: d(002) = 8.32 Å for the untreated GO deposit,
while it results 7.67 Å, after the chemical treatment (see Table 1). The calculated d-spacing values were
more than twice compared to that of pristine graphite (d(002) = 3.54 Å), thus confirming the expansion
of graphitic stack during oxidation. Moreover, Scherrer’s equation can be used to obtain the average
crystal thickness, i.e., the size perpendicular to the (002) plane (2θ = 10.62◦ for GO and 2θ = 25.39◦ for
r-GO) and the in-plane crystallite average size that can be expressed in terms of in-plane periodicity
peak (2θ = 43.02◦ for the (100) plane) [30–32] as follows:

L(hkl) = K·λ/FWHM·cosθ (2)

where FWHM is the full-width-at-half-maximum in radians obtained by a Gaussian fit of the peak, K is
a constant depending on the crystallite shape, and it is taken as 0.89 to evaluate the average in-plane
thickness (i.e., L(002)), and 1.84, to evaluate the in-plane size (i.e., L(100)) [47].

Table 1. Summary of XRD calculations for the system before and after the chemical treatment.

(hkl)
Position

(2θ)
Area

(Counts)
FWHM

(2θ)
d

(nm)
L(hkl)

(nm)
n (Counts)

GO (002) 10.62 2699.59 0.66 0.832 11.72 15

GO (002) 11.53 876.68 0.39 0.767 19.95 27

r-GO
(002) 25.39 123.05 0.28 0.354 27.21 79

(100) 43.02 54.36 0.37 - 41.03 -
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Figure 5. X-ray Diffraction (XRD) diffractogram of the paper substrate (a) and GO supported on paper
before (b) and after (c) the treatment with L-aa aqueous solution. The inset in Figure 4c represents a
magnification of the r-GO peak (100).

The average number of the graphene layers (n) per crystalline domain can be calculate from the
XRD peak broadening by using a combination of Scherrer’s and Bragg’s equations, that provides the
following expression:

n = (L(002)/d) + 1 (3)

Table 1 summarizes the results of these calculations for the system before and after chemical
treatment. The (002) peak area of the GO is significantly reduced (68% of the initial area), the average
thickness of the GO crystallites before chemical reduction resulted 11.72 nm, while the same thickness
was 19.95 nm after the chemical treatment. A thickness value of 27.21 nm was found by analyzing the
r-GO peak at 2θ = 25.39.

The morphologies of the paper substrate and the GO supported on paper, before and after the
chemical reduction, were investigated by SEM, as shown in Figure 6. As visible in the two micrographs
showing the substrate microstructure at different magnifications (Figure 6a,b), the substrate was made
of compacted cellulose microfibers having a diameter in the 20–50 μm range. Several pores, with
a size of ca. 2.5 μm, were uniformly distributed on the substrate surface. After coating the paper
substrate by GO and drying this system in air, according to the SEM-micrographs shown in Figure 6c,d,
a continuous and uniform coverage of both the cellulose fibers and pores by a thin GO layer was
obtained. Obviously, the observed roughness in the GO surface has to be ascribed to the substrate
fibrous morphology that is perfectly reproduced because of the conformational flexibility of GO
chemical structure for the presence of the sp3-hybridized carbon atoms. Owing to the chemical affinity
between the GO layer and the cellulose fibers, related to the presence of hydroxyl groups in both solid
phases, a strong interfacial adhesion (i.e., absence of peeling off in the GO coating layer), with complete
filling of the pores, was possible. As visible in Figure 6e,f, the coating morphology slightly changed
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after the chemical reduction treatment, indeed the surface roughness reduced significantly, and all
deep grooves and folds are not visible anymore because of the increased stiffness of the graphene
coating layer, which consist manly sp2-hybridized carbon atoms. Such a lower roughness of the sample
surface that follows to the chemical treatment proves a complete conversion of GO sheets to r-GO, near
the coating top.

 
Figure 6. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) micrographs of paper substrate (a,b), GO supported on
paper (c,d), and GO supported on paper after treatment with L-aa aqueous solution (e,f).

A further SEM investigation was carried out on the cross-section of the GO and r-GO supported
on paper samples (see Figure 7). According to these images, the GO and r-GO solid phases do not
permeate the substrate fibrous structure. Figure 7a,b shows that the thickness of the paper substrate
was ca. 120 μm, while the average thickness of GO layer was ca. 3 μm. As visible in Figure 6b,
the coating layer appeared as quite compact and cavities or other defects were not present in this layer.
In addition, a good interfacial adhesion resulted between the GO substrate and the fibrous coating.
The SEM micrographs of the r-GO sample shown in Figure 7c,d suggests the formation of air cavities
inside the layer as a consequence of the reduction treatment, and the layer thickness became ca. 50 μm.
Probably, such cavities have been produced by the formation of gaseous by-products (mostly H2O)
during the reduction process.
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Figure 7. Cross-section SEM-micrographs of GO (a,b) and r-GO (c,d) supported on paper.

In order to establish the coating layer purity an EDS analysis of the sample, before and after the
chemical reduction treatment, has been performed. The EDS spectrum of both GO and r-GO sample is
shown in Figure 8. According to this EDS characterization, sulfur impurities (0.75%) and a little amount
of silicon (0.20%) were present in the GO coating. However, such impurities completely disappear
after the reduction treatment. Owing to the presence of a cellulose substrate, C and O signals remain
mostly unchanged by the reduction treatment.

Figure 8. Energy dispersive X-ray spectra of the GO coating layer on paper substrate before (a) and
after (b) the chemical reduction treatment by L-aa (insets give the elemental compositions of the layer).

The variation of the GO coating wettability, as a consequence of the chemical reduction, was
quantified by measuring the contact angle of this layer before and after treatment. The “sessile drop
method” was used according to the literature [48]; this method considers the shape of the small water
test drop as a truncated sphere and measures the angle between the surface of the liquid and the outline
of contact surface by image analysis. An example the achieved values of the contact angle are given in
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Figure 9. The average contact angle value for a pristine GO layer is 53◦ ± 1.1◦, however, it is possible to
observe that the values on the two drop sides are not exactly equal, for example in Figure 9a, on the left
side, the average value was 52.6◦, while on the right side it was 55.8◦ and such a discrepancy is related
to the high roughness that characterizes the layer surface. This low value of the contact angle confirms
the high wettability (hydrophilic nature) of the GO coating. Differently, the average contact angle of a
water drop located on the r-GO layer shows higher average values and precisely ca. 97◦ ± 1.5◦ (see
Figure 9b), thus confirming the low wettability (hydrophobic nature) of the same layer after chemical
reduction. This significant increase in the contact angle as a consequence of the chemical treatment
shows the efficiency of the proposed method in the removal of most oxygen-containing groups from
the GO surface [49].

 
Figure 9. Water contact angle for GO supported on paper before (a) and after (b) the chemical
reduction treatment.

Finally, this chemical technique is based on the possibility to convert the solid GO phase in an
aqueous gel, where molecular transport by diffusion easily takes place exposing this hydrophilic
substance to water vapor [50]. In particular, the hydrophilic surface of the GO sheets is easily solvated
by water molecules that also accumulate at inter-layer, thus generating a continuous liquid phase
interpenetrating the GO layers. The use of a temperature close to 50 ◦C allows a fast diffusion of the
L-aa reductant molecules, periodically distributed by spraying a L-aa aqueous solution on the GO layer
surface, inside the gel-phase. The mild temperature, selected for the experimental process, allowed to
favor the L-aa molecule migration inside the gel-phase, without causing an early thermal degradation of
the reductant. The schematic representation of the involved diffusion path is summarized in Figure 10.
This process also allowed a solid-state removal of different by-products (e.g., dehydroascorbic acid) by
spraying water on the produced r-GO layer.

 

Figure 10. Schematic representation of the L-aa diffusion process inside the swollen GO layer.

Concerning the chemical mechanism taking place in the gel-phase during GO reduction,
the investigated system should approximately behave as reported in the literature for the reduction of
single GO units dispersed in liquid-phase [51,52]. Owing to the slow diffusion rate of L-aa molecules,
which always characterizes a gel-phase reduction, a lower value for the reaction rate is expected.
Actually, the exact mechanism of the chemical reaction between GO and L-aa is not completely clear,
but two different reactions should be involved in the interaction between L-aa and GO epoxy groups
or L-aa and GO vicinal-hydroxyl groups. The reaction pathway is schematically indicated in Figure 11
(3-D images were not energetically optimized). As visible, both reactions require the formation of a
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good leaving group, which is a hydroxyl group, in the case of epoxies, and a water molecule, in the
case of vicinal-hydroxyl groups. These types of leaving group are generated by protonation of the
cited GO reactive groups. In particular, the electron withdrawing from five-membered ring of L-aa
makes its hydroxyls more acidic, consequently the L-aa is ready to dissociate two protons, that are
transferred to GO, thus generating the nucleophilic species (the oxyanion of L-aa, C6H7O6

−). After this
preliminary acid–base reaction, an SN2 step follows. In this SN2 step, the nucleophilic agent attacks
the sp2-carbon of the epoxy group or the Sp3-carbon of the alcoholic groups, and hydroxyl or water
results as by-product, respectively. In the case of the reaction involving epoxy, a further condensation
by SN2 mechanism follows. Then, this intermediate undergoes a thermally induced redox reaction,
that leads to formation of reduced graphene (r-GO) and dehydroascorbic acid [51,52]. Optimized
3-D images of different reaction intermediate and some more structural information about the kinetic
mechanism are available in the Supplementary Information in Figure S2.

 
Figure 11. Schematic representation of reaction pathway.

4. Conclusions

The possibility to reduce thin GO deposits on paper substrate by a non-toxic, eco-friendly, and
low-cost chemical reductant, like L-aa aqueous solution, has been investigated and according to the
achieved results, a uniform and bulky layer of highly reduced r-GO can be obtained. This process
requires to reflux the L-aa aqueous solution in presence of the GO deposit in a closed microenvironment
for 48 h at a temperature of ca. 50 ◦C. In these experimental conditions, GO forms a gel-phase where the
reductant diffusion can easily take place. According to the SEM investigation, a structural modification
of coating surface follows to the chemical reduction treatment, mainly consisting in an increase of the
coating flatness. According to the infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) most of the oxygen-containing groups
present in the GO layer were removed, thus determining a significant variation of the wettability of
the material, that changes from hydrophilic (contact angle: 53◦) to hydrophobic (contact angle: 97◦).
The XRD results show the presence of the main peaks of the r-GO pattern combined with signals of
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residual GO, thus confirming the spectroscopic results concerning r-GO formation in presence of a very
thin residual GO layer at the interface with paper. In particular, the obtained r-GO coating is composed
of graphite platelets, with the average thickness of ca. 27 nm and a width of ca. 40 nm, which are
aligned parallel to the interfacial plane and show good graphitic quality. This structural characteristic
is relevant to achieve a high flexible r-GO layer, supported on paper substrate because of the excellent
GO-paper interface adhesion, which is strictly necessary for an industrial exploitation of this system.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2079-6412/10/7/693/s1,
Figure S1: Optimized 3-D images of GO and r-GO. Figure S2: Optimized 3-D images of different reaction
intermediate and some more structural information about the kinetic mechanism.
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Abstract: In this paper, the local structure of silicon-containing diamond-like carbon (Si-DLC) films
is discussed based on the measurement of C K-edge and Si K-edge near-edge x-ray absorption fine
structure (NEXAFS) spectra using the synchrotron radiation of 11 types of Si-DLC film fabricated with
various synthesis methods and having different elemental compositions. In the C K-edge NEXAFS
spectra of the Si-DLC films, the σ* band shrunk and shifted to the lower-energy side, and the π* peak
broadened with an increase in the Si content in the Si-DLC films. However, there were no significant
changes observed in the Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra with an increase in the Si content. These results
indicate that Si–Si bonding is not formed with precedence in Si-DLC film.

Keywords: Si-containing diamond-like carbon film; near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure;
dependence on the elemental composition

1. Introduction

Diamond-like carbon (DLC) film is amorphous carbon (a-C) film, which has a disordered form of
C consisting of sp2 and sp3 hybridized bonds [1,2]. DLC films are widely used as coating materials
in various industrial fields due to their superior properties, such as their high hardness, low friction
coefficient, chemical inertness, and gas barrier [3–5]. Over the last two decades, various novel DLC
films have been synthesized for several industrial purposes. Hetero-atom-containing DLC films were
developed because the existence of hetero-atoms in DLC film has the potential to improve the film
properties. In particular, the incorporation of Si into DLC films has resulted in an increase in thermal
stability [6,7] and resistance to oxidation [8,9], and a decrease in friction in a humid atmosphere [10–12]
and intrinsic stresses [13,14]. Therefore, silicon-containing DLC (Si-DLC) films have attracted an
increasing amount of attention in various industrial fields due to these properties [15–18].

Near-edge X–ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy using synchrotron radiation is
known to be sensitive to the local structure around the absorber atom. In near-edge X–ray absorption
fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy, the out-coming current from the sample is recorded as a function
of the photon excitation energy around the core level of the target element using synchrotron radiation.
Transitions occurring via the unoccupied states of the x-ray absorbing elements, whose energy shifts
are large, can be observed in this technique. Therefore, NEXAFS is known to be sensitive to the local
structure around the absorber atom, in comparison with other spectral evaluation methods. It also does
not require long-range ordering and is sensitive to the local bonding structure. Therefore, NEXAFS
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spectroscopy is an adequate method for evaluating DLC films, which have an amorphous structure.
The NEXAFS spectra of Si-DLC films have also been measured, e.g., C K-edge NEXAFS spectra [19–23]
and Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra [24,25]. We previously reported a comprehensive analysis on Si-DLC
films based on the measurements of C K-edge NEXAFS spectra [26]. In the present study, we measured
the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra and Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra of 11 types of Si-DLC film fabricated
using various synthesis methods. The elementary analysis was conducted using a combination of
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS) and elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA). We discuss
the composition ratio of Si dependency on the local structure and the chemical environments of C and
Si in Si-DLC films.

2. Materials and Methods

We analyzed 11 types of Si-DLC film, which were provided by enterprises, public organizations,
and universities, by measuring the C K-, Si K-, and Si L-edge NEXAFS spectra. These DLC samples
were collected by the DLC research group in Japan, which has been working on the classification of
DLC films [27]. The Si-DLC films were deposited on Si substrates by using various methods, such as
physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor deposition (CVD). The desired film thickness
was 200 nm.

The RBS and ERDA measurements were performed using an electrostatic accelerator (NT-1700HS:
Nisshin-High Voltage Co., Kyoto, Japan) located at the Extreme Energy-Density Research Institute,
Nagaoka University of Technology, Nagaoka, Japan. Details of RBS and ERDA measurements are
described in refs. [28–30]. The He+ ions accelerated to 2.5 MeV were used as the incident beam at 72◦
with respect to the normal surface of a sample. In the RBS measurement, a small fraction—~0.1%—of
high-energy He+ ions elastically scattered by the sample were captured with a solid-state detector
(SSD) arranged at 12◦ with respect to the normal surface of a sample toward the incident beam. RBS
was applied to determine the atomic fractions of C and Si in the samples. In the ERDA measurement,
the He+ ions elastically collided with H atoms in a sample. The H atoms that were ejected from a
sample were detected with an SSD placed at 78◦ to the normal surface of a sample in the opposite
direction to the incident beam. RBS and ERDA signals were simultaneously detected and ERDA was
applied to determine the atomic fraction of H in the samples. The estimation error of the RBS/ERDA
measurement was 0.5 at.%, because the determination of the content was simulated in 1 at.% steps.
The obtained elemental compositions of these samples are listed in Table 1. The ratios of Si/(C + Si) in
these films ranged from 0.03 to 0.39.

Table 1. Elemental composition of silicon-containing diamond-like carbon (Si-DLC) films obtained from
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS)/elastic recoil detection analysis (ERDA) measurements
and the sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio estimated from C K-edge near-edge x-ray absorption fine structure
(NEXAFS).

Sample H Content (at.%) Si Content (at.%) Si/(C + Si) sp2/(sp2 + sp3)

1 23 2 0.03 0.61
2 22 5 0.07 0.64
3 20 7 0.09 0.55
4 19 7 0.09 0.31
5 22 8 0.11 0.58
6 29 12 0.17 0.50
7 26 15 0.20 0.44
8 27 15 0.21 0.50
9 41 14 0.23 0.16
10 20 18 0.23 0.63
11 33 26 0.39 0.37
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NEXAFS measurements were carried out at the NewSUBARU synchrotron facility of the University
of Hyogo [31]. The Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra were measured at beamline 05A, where synchrotron
radiation provided by a bending magnet was dispersed using a double crystal monochromator
(DXM) [32]. The Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra were measured in the energy range from 1830 to 1880 eV
using InSb (111) as a dispersive crystal. The Si L- and C K-edge NEXAFS spectra were measured at
beamline 09A, where synchrotron radiation provided by an 11-m undulator was dispersed using a
varied spacing planer-grating monochromator [33–35]. The Si L-edge and C K-edge NEXAFS spectra
were measured in the energy range from 90 to 120 eV and from 275 to 335 eV, respectively. At both
beamlines, monochromatized synchrotron radiation was irradiated on the sample at 54.7◦ (magic
angle) with respect to the normal surface of a sample. All NEXAFS spectra were measured with the
total electron yield (TEY) mode. The electrons coming from the sample were detected by measuring the
current from the earth to the sample, Is. The intensity of the incident photon beams, I0, was measured
by monitoring the photocurrent from a gold mesh, which was placed in front of the sample. The
absorption signal was obtained by the ratio between the out-going electron intensity from the sample,
Is, and I0. In order to support the correctness of the measurements, all NEXAFS spectra of each sample
were recorded at a minimum of three locations.

3. Results and Discussion

Figure 1 shows the measured C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the 11 Si-DLC film samples. The
spectra are displayed from the highest (top) to lowest (bottom) Si/(C + Si) ratio. Figure 2 shows the C
K-edge NEXAFS spectrum of the Si-DLC film that had the highest content of Si (sample 11), along
with those of diamond powder, HOPG, β-SiC powder, and a typical commercial DLC film that was
deposited on a 200 nm-thick Si wafer by using the ion plating method. The sharp π* peak observed at
285.38 eV in the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of HOPG is ascribed to the C1s→π* resonance transition
originating from the C=C bonds [36]. The peak of the C1s→π* resonance transition was observed at
284.4 eV in the typical DLC film. This peak was not observed in the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of
diamond powder and β-SiC powder. Structural peaks were observed in the 285–310 eV region of the C
K-edge spectra of HOPG, diamond powder, and β-SiC powder. The peaks in the spectra of diamond
powder and β-SiC powder are ascribed to the C1s→σ* resonance transition generated from the C–C
bonds and the C–Si bonds, respectively [36–38]. The peaks in the spectra of HOPG are ascribed to
the C1s→σ* resonance transition generated from the C–C bonds and C=C bonds. In the C K-edge
spectra of the DLC film and Si-DLC film, the C1s→σ* resonance transition generated from the C–C
bonds, C=C bonds, or C–Si bonds was observed as a broad band at about 285–320 eV, because DLC
and Si-DLC have amorphous structures.

The spectral profiles of the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Si-DLC films were reported to change
along with the ratio of Si/(C + Si) in the films [26]. As the Si/(C + Si) ratio increases in the film, 1) the σ*
band shrinks due to the change from σ(C–C) to σ(C–Si) and 2) broadening of the π* peak can be seen
due to an increase in the composition ratio of C=C–Si sites.

The sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio of carbon atoms in DLC films is the most important information for
understanding the properties of such films. This ratio depends on many factors, such as the deposition
method and deposition condition. The sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio decreases with an increasing H content in
DLC film [39]. The absolute sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio of C atoms in DLC film can be determined with a high
accuracy because the 1s→π* resonance transition can be separately observed in the C K-edge NEXAFS
spectrum [39–41]. The amount of sp2 hybridized C atoms can be extracted by normalizing the area of
resonance corresponding to the 1s→π* transitions at 285.4 eV with a large section of the spectrum. The
absolute sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio was determined by comparing it with that from the NEXAFS spectrum of
HOPG, which can be regarded as the full construction of sp2 hybridized C. The sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratios
estimated from the C-K edge NEXAFS spectra of the Si-DLC films are summarized in Table 1. These
values are the average sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio obtained from C-K edge NEXAFS spectra measured at three
locations of each sample. It was reported that the sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratios of the Si-DLC films gradually
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decreased with an increasing Si/(C + Si) ratio in our previous study [26]. It can be considered that Si
atoms only coupled to C atoms by single bonding in Si-DLC films. The present results are almost in
accordance with this tendency; however, several exceptions, for example, sample 10, were obtained.
The sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratios of carbon films depend on the deposition method, deposition condition,
density, and hydrogen content. In sample 10, the sp2/(sp2 + sp3) ratio was considered to be lowered by
its high content of hydrogen.

Figure 1. C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of 11 types of Si-DLC film samples. Spectra are displayed from
the highest (top) to lowest (bottom) Si/(C + Si) ratio.

Figure 2. C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of Si-DLC film (sample 11), diamond powder, HOPG, typical DLC
film, and β–SiC powder.

Figure 3 shows the Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the 11 Si-DLC film samples. The spectra are
displayed in the same order as in Figure 1. Figure 4 shows the Si K-edge spectra of sample 11, along
with those of SiO2 powder, β-SiC powder, a-Si:H film, and Si wafer. The energy of the first inflection
point, E0, and that of the white line, representing an electronic Si 1s→t2 transition, Emax, depend on the
electronegativity of the atoms surrounding the Si [38]. These energies shift towards a higher energy
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with an increasing positive charge on the absorber. An intense sharp peak was observed at 1846.8 eV
in the spectrum of SiO2 powder [42]. The E0 and Emax of the Si-DLC film were slightly higher than
those of the Si wafer and a-Si:H film, much lower than those of SiO2 powder, and similar to those of
SiC, as reported by V. Palshin et al. [25]. As shown in Figure 3, E0, Emax, and other spectral features did
not vary systematically along with the Si/(C + Si) ratio in the present study.

Figure 3. Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra of 11 types of Si-DLC film samples. Spectra are displayed from the
highest (top) to lowest (bottom) Si/(C + Si) ratio. A filled arrow and open arrow indicate the position of
E0 and Emax of the Si 1s→t2 transition, respectively.

Figure 4. Si K-edge NEXAFS spectra of Si-DLC film (sample 11), SiO2 powder, β–SiC powder, a-Si:H
film, and Si wafer. Filled arrows and open arrows indicate the position of E0 and Emax of the Si 1s→t2

transition, respectively.
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Figure 5 shows the Si L-edge NEXAFS spectra of the 11 Si-DLC film samples. Figure 6 shows
the Si L-edge NEXAFS spectra of sample 11, along with those of SiO2 powder, β-SiC powder, a-Si:H
film, and Si wafer. In the spectrum of SiO2, characteristic peaks were observed at 105.4, 106.0, and
107.8 eV, which were assigned to the transitions 2p3/2→a1, 2p1/2→a1, and 2p→t, respectively [43]. These
characteristic peaks derived from oxidized Si were observed in the Si L-edge spectra of samples 3
and 10, as shown in Figure 5, and those of a-Si:H film and Si wafer in Figure 6. These samples were
obviously oxidized naturally. However, the characteristic peak derived from oxidized Si, which was
observed at 1846.8 eV in the Si K-edge spectrum of SiO2 powder, was not observed in the Si K-edge
NEXAFS spectra of the above samples. This discordance is ascribable to the difference in the detection
depth of Si K-edge, with a value of ~1850 eV, and Si L-edge, with a value of ~100 eV. Natural oxidation
of these samples was considered to occur in the neighborhood of the surfaces of each sample. The
energy of the first inflection point, E0, of L-edge elemental Si is 100 eV and that of silicon oxide is
105 eV [43]. The E0 of L-edge of the Si-DLC films, which are not oxidized, is ≈104 eV. This resembled
that of SiC, is higher than those of Si wafer and a-Si:H film, and is lower than that of SiO2 powder. The
relation of E0 positions due to the materials is similar to that in the Si K-edge.

As described above, the chemical environment of C atoms varied along with the Si/(C + Si) ratio
in the Si-DLC film. However, that of Si atoms was not affected by this ratio. These results indicate that
Si atoms in the Si-DLC film dominantly bonded to C atoms in the Si/(C + Si) region, with a value of
less than 0.39. In other words, Si–Si bonding did not occur in this Si/(C + Si) ratio region. Palshin et. al.
concluded that Si atoms in Si-DLC films are surrounded by four C atoms, as revealed by Si K-edge
extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) measurement [25]. The measurements in the present
study agree with their conclusion. However, the Si/(C + Si) ratio of the Si-DLC films they used was
0.125, but that of sample 11 in the present study was ≈0.4. In Si-DLC film with an Si/(C + Si) ratio of
0.39, the DLC structure cannot be constructed without coupling of the Si–Si bond. Therefore, the Si K-
and L-edge NEXAFS spectra do not depend on the Si/(C + Si) ratio in Si-DLC films. Additionally, not
only do Si atoms tend to enter between C atoms, but the chemical environment of an Si atom coupled
to a C atom is close to that of an Si atom coupled to Si atoms, as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 5. Si L-edge NEXAFS spectra of 11 types of Si-DLC film samples. Spectra are displayed from
the highest (top) to lowest (bottom) Si/(C + Si) ratio.
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Figure 6. Si L-edge NEXAFS spectra of Si-DLC film (sample 11), SiO2 powder, β–SiC powder, a-Si:H
film, and Si wafer. Filled arrows indicate the position of E0. Open arrows indicate the peaks derived
from the transitions of the oxidized Si.

4. Conclusions

In this study, we investigated the local structure of Si-DLC films by measuring the C K-edge and Si
K-edge NEXAFS spectra of 11 types of Si-DLC film with Si/(C + Si) ratios ranging from 0.03 to 0.39. The
spectral features of the C K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Si-DLC films varied along with the Si/(C + Si)
ratio: 1) the σ* band at 275–335 eV shrank and 2) the π peak at 285 eV broadened. These spectral
changes are ascribable to the change from σ(C–C) to σ(C–Si) and an increase in the composition ratio
of C=C–Si sites with the Si/(C+Si) ratio in the Si-DLC films. However, the spectral feature of the Si
K-edge NEXAFS spectra of the Si-DLC films did not significantly change along with the Si/(C + Si)
ratio. This is considered due to the fact that the Si atom positioned between C atoms in Si-DLC films
and/or the chemical environment of an Si atom does not change much between Si–C and Si–Si bonding.
Namely, the electronic state of Si in the Si-DLC film is not affected by the Si/(C + Si) ratio.
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